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Hedge Funds News, October 2019 
Dear members and friends, 
 
Benoît Cœuré, Chair of the CPMI and Member of the 
Executive Board of the ECB, gave a very interesting 
presentation on the topic of “Digital currencies, focusing on 
Libra” (introductory remarks to the Committee on the Digital 
Agenda of the German Bundestag). 
 

“It is my pleasure to join you today to discuss the topic of digital 
currencies, focusing on Libra. 
 
Payment systems have always been at the heart of finance but they have 
attracted heightened interest recently.  
 
Innovation is rampant, and new proposed solutions are testimony to the 
pervasive speed and scope of recent technological advances and their 
implications for our everyday lives.  
 
The traditional bank-based payments ecosystem is being disrupted from 
below by tech start-ups and from above by well-established big techs - 
firms that have a large digital footprint but whose core business models 
have so far been confined to non-financial activities. 
 
Despite progressive changes and improvements, the global payments 
system still faces two major challenges: access and cross-border retail 
payments.  
 
Globally, 1.7 billion adults remain outside the payments system, with no 
access to basic services, even though 1.1 billion of them have a mobile 
phone and one in four also have internet access (World Bank, 2018).  
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Payment accounts and e-wallets are gateways to additional financial 
services, such as credit and insurance, so a lack of access to them hampers 
financial inclusion more generally (Cœuré, 2019a). 
 
Cross-border retail payments, on the other hand, are vital for global 
commerce and for migrants who send remittances home. Yet they are 
generally slower, more expensive and more opaque than domestic 
payments (CPMI, 2018). Sadly, the cost of cross-border remittances 
imposes the greatest burden on those who are least able to bear it. 
 
A number of so-called "stablecoin" initiatives, backed by large technology 
or financial firms and built on blockchain technology, are designed to 
address at least one and, in the case of Libra, both of these failings.  
 
Although private digital forms of money have been around for decades, 
these new initiatives have access to large networks of existing users and 
customers, which suggests that they could be the first to have a truly global 
footprint. 
 
These initiatives raise formidable challenges across a broad range of policy 
domains.  
 
Of particular concern are the risks related to anti-money laundering and 
countering the financing of terrorism, as well as consumer and data 
protection, cyber resilience, fair competition and tax compliance.  
 
Partly in response to these concerns, a working group has been mandated 
by G7 finance ministers and central bank governors to examine global 
"stablecoins" in more detail.  
 
The group is expected to provide policy recommendations by the time of 
the IMF-World Bank Annual Meetings in October this year. The Financial 
Stability Board has also started looking into the regulatory implications of 
these initiatives and will report to G20 ministers and governors. 
 
Depending on the jurisdiction, the risks that have been identified so far 
could be addressed by existing regulatory and supervisory regimes, with 
the fundamental approach being that regulatory answers should be 
internationally consistent and the principle of "same business, same risks, 
same rules" should be rigorously applied. 
 
Some aspects may require novel approaches, however. In the European 
Union, for example, it is the role of the European Commission, together 
with Member States, the ECB and relevant authorities, to review whether 
the current framework is fit for purpose.  
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Significant work and further engagement with the public and authorities 
will be required before we can expect any potential global "stablecoin" 
arrangements to be approved by the relevant authorities (BIS, 2019). 
 
"Stablecoin" initiatives also need to demonstrate a sound legal basis. The 
global nature of these initiatives means that potential conflicts of laws 
across jurisdictions need to be addressed. Ambiguity can make "stablecoin" 
arrangements vulnerable to a loss of confidence - an unacceptable risk in a 
global payments system with potentially systemic importance.  
Given that many of the "stablecoins" target retail users, it is critical that the 
rights of coin holders and the obligations of issuers be clearly 
communicated and legally precise. 
 
"Stablecoins" also rely on new entrants to the market operating nascent 
technology, which can potentially deliver new benefits to consumers but is 
largely untested in a real-world environment and on the scale required to 
run a global payments system. They are also being governed in new ways, 
using a distributed model. Consequently, their governance structures need 
to be well understood. 
 
If "stablecoins" become widely used, they could also give rise to issues 
related to monetary policy transmission and financial stability (Cœuré, 
2019b).  
 
Where a "stablecoin" acts as a substitute for fiat currency, there may be the 
risk of the monetary sovereignty of countries being infringed. Furthermore, 
the transmission of monetary policy could be affected if "stablecoin"-
denominated credit or overdraft extensions are provided.  
 
Finally, financial stability will be affected if the assets underlying 
"stablecoin" arrangements are not managed in a sufficiently safe and 
prudent manner to ensure that coin holders have confidence that their 
coins are redeemable at par, in good times and in bad. 
 
All things considered, Libra has undoubtedly been a wakeup call for central 
banks and policymakers. Global "stablecoin" initiatives are the natural 
result of rapid technological progress, globalisation and shifting consumer 
preferences.  
 
The demand for fast, reliable and cheap cross-border payments is bound to 
grow further in coming years. Policymakers and central banks should 
respond to these challenges. Thank you.” 
 
Note: The views expressed are not necessarily those of the CPMI, the Bank 
for International Settlements or the ECB. 
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Macroprudential policy in Europe 
Welcome remarks by Mr Mario Draghi, President of the European Central 
Bank and Chair of the European Systemic Risk Board, at the fourth annual 
conference of the ESRB, Frankfurt am Main. 
 

 
 

It is my pleasure to welcome you to the fourth annual conference of the 
European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB).  
 
Since this is the last time I will open this conference as Chair of the ESRB, I 
wanted to reflect on the development of macroprudential policy over the 
course of the past eight years.  
 
In that time it has evolved from an idea that mostly existed on paper into 
policy instruments that have been widely implemented.  
 
Europe is now better placed to prevent or mitigate risks to financial 
stability than it was in the run-up to the global financial crisis. 
 
Yet there is still unfinished business: analytical tools to assess systemic risk 
need to be enhanced; macroprudential instruments to prevent or mitigate 
systemic risk need to keep pace with the evolution of the financial system; 
and the policy framework needs to be further developed. 
 

Establishing macroprudential policy in Europe 
 
At the start of my term in 2011, Europe was still dealing with the aftermath 
of the global financial crisis. Other financial stability risks - notably those 
associated with the sovereign debt crisis - were also crystallising.  
 
The costs to society from the crisis were substantial. 
 
By 2013, unemployment had risen by 10 million and EU GDP was some 
13% below its pre-crisis trend. 
 
The build-up of excessive leverage in the financial system was a key 
element leading up to the financial crisis, and policymakers were unable to 
adequately address systemic risk.  
While many central banks communicated on financial stability issues prior 
to the crisis, very few countries had established national macroprudential 
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authorities with a specific mandate and precise instruments for policy 
action. 
 
Some of the tools that we would today call macroprudential instruments 
were used by central banks in Europe during the post-war period, albeit 
usually for the purpose of demand management. 
 
But most were no longer used or were dismantled by financial deregulation 
during the 1980s and 1990s. And without means of enforcement, warnings 
published in financial stability reports prior to the crisis often went 
unheeded. 
 
It was only after the crisis that there was widespread recognition of the 
importance of the macro dimension of financial stability. 
 
An internet search on the word "macroprudential" yields 5,000 hits for the 
eight-year period from 2000 to 2007. By contrast, the past eight years yield 
120,000 hits. 
 
Despite that recognition, macroprudential policy in Europe was far from 
operational in 2011. Indeed, when the European rules establishing a 
common legal basis for macroprudential instruments for banking came 
into effect in January 2014, ten Member States still had not implemented 
them in primary national legislation. 
 
Even where national authorities had been created, there was uncertainty 
over the right way to assess risks, which instruments to use and how to 
calibrate interventions.  
 
Moreover, there was a real risk of inaction bias since the costs of 
macroprudential policy are visible and are felt immediately, but the 
benefits accrue over time and are difficult to quantify. 
 
Given this somewhat tentative start for macroprudential policy in Europe, 
substantial progress has been made over the past eight years. 
Macroprudential authorities now exist in all but one Member State.  
 
The gaps in our framework and knowledge have slowly been filled through 
research and experience. The ESRB has played an integral part in this 
process. 
 
The framework has also helped to counter the risk of inaction bias. 
National macroprudential authorities have mandates and legal tools to act.  
At the European level, the ESRB also holds a mandate to monitor risks and 
vulnerabilities and has a number of legal instruments at its disposal. It can, 
for example, issue warnings if it has identified a significant risk to financial 
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stability, as well as recommendations setting out remedial steps to be taken 
on an act-or-explain basis. 
 
National authorities have certainly demonstrated their willingness to use 
the tools at their disposal. Most EU countries currently have at least one 
measure in place to address risks in the residential property sector and half 
have measures to tackle risks in commercial real estate. 12 Member States 
have decided to impose a positive rate on the countercyclical buffer. 
 
The ESRB has likewise taken action. In 2016, it issued warnings to eight 
countries, drawing attention to medium-term vulnerabilities in the 
residential real estate sectors.  
 
In six of these countries, the ESRB judges that the vulnerabilities have not 
been sufficiently addressed and on Monday published recommendations 
setting out remedial action to be taken. 
 
Five further countries were issued with warnings. 
 

Areas for further progress in macroprudential policy 
 
Yet the overall framework for macroprudential policy in Europe remains 
incomplete. We need progress in three key areas to counter systemic risk 
more effectively: better analytical tools, new instruments that counter the 
development of risk outside the banking sector and a clearer framework to 
govern policy actions. 
 
The past decade has seen a sustained improvement in the tools available to 
assess risks to financial stability. Better data and better modelling 
techniques have revealed important insights. 
 
Developing the analytical toolkit to adequately monitor interconnectedness 
and contagion requires granular datasets, and the ability to map and link 
data across entities and markets. The sub-prime crisis in the US banking 
sector spread to European banks through their direct exposures, but it also 
spread to insurers through the use of credit default swaps. 
 
Only a holistic view of the system will allow potential contagion channels to 
be identified and modelled. And that requires investing in new 
technologies for data analytics and enhancing the capacity for authorities 
to link and share data and technical knowledge. 
 
The second area of improvement for the macroprudential framework in 
Europe involves keeping pace with developments in the financial system. 
That requires broadening the range of macroprudential instruments 
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beyond those currently available, which focus almost exclusively on the 
banking sector. 
 
For the insurance sector, the contours of such instruments are taking 
shape.  
 
They include solvency instruments such as symmetric capital requirements 
for cyclical risks; liquidity instruments for insurers with a vulnerable 
liquidity profile; and instruments to target bank-like activities to ensure 
macroprudential policy is consistent across sectors. 
 
The third area for improvement in macroprudential policy involves 
establishing a clearer conceptual framework to govern policy discussions 
and interventions.  
 
Such a framework would facilitate communication with market 
participants and the general public, as well as help mitigate any risk of 
inaction bias. 
 
For monetary policy the framework is well known and the reaction 
function of central banks is normally well understood by markets. 
 
By contrast, the framework that governs macroprudential policy 
interventions is much less developed, due in no small part to our limited 
experience of using these tools.  
 
The objective of financial stability is broader than the objective of price 
stability, so is less easily defined by a single numerical measure. 
 
Developing the policy framework is challenging and will take time. The 
ESRB approach uses the concept of residual risk, which is the difference 
between the level of risk and the current resilience of the financial system. 
 
In setting up the framework, policymakers need to establish the level of 
residual risk that they consider acceptable. 
 
Regular macroprudential policy decisions would then follow a two-stage 
process. Policymakers assess the level of residual risk in the system, and if 
that diverges from the acceptable level, they then assess the policy 
tightening or loosening required to realign it. 
 

Conclusion 
 
Let me conclude. 
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Over the past eight years, the implementation of macroprudential policy in 
Europe has substantially improved, and the ESRB has played a valuable 
role in facilitating that process. 
 
The ESRB's success derives from its broad membership. Systemic risk 
takes different forms over time, so discussions incorporating a wide range 
of viewpoints and experience are vital if policymakers are to successfully 
safeguard the stability of the financial system. 
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Grading the PCAOB: Transparency, Accountability and Investor 
Protection 
J. Robert Brown, Jr, Board Member, Fall Conference of the Council of 
Institutional Investors, Minneapolis, MN 
 

 
 

I. Introduction 
 
Thanks, Jeff, for the introduction. I want to use my time to share some 
thoughts about the PCAOB but will leave a bit of time at the end for 
questions. 
 
Let me start by saying that I have been looking forward to this 
conversation. Your work as asset managers, with pension plans, and on 
behalf of investors, contribute directly to the success of our capital markets 
and help ensure the economic future for much of the American public. It is 
a great pleasure to speak with you today. 
 
In thinking about your responsibilities, I want to suggest that our 
professions have something in common. Before coming to the PCAOB, I 
was a law professor.  
 
You might think – what does this have to do with the investment 
community? Well, in a way, we are both in the business of assigning 
grades. I did this for students; you do it for investments. You develop 
principles and methodologies to assess value and through your decisions 
effectively assign each investment a grade. 
 
So let's use some of this mutual expertise and assign some grades to the 
work of the PCAOB. And spoiler alert, they aren't all going to be passing. 
 
Before I go further, I should note that the views I share, including my 
grading standards, are my own and do not necessarily reflect the views of 
the PCAOB, the staff of the PCAOB, or other Board members. 
 

II. Assigning a Grade: Accountability and Transparency 
 
First we need to identify some guiding principles that can be the basis for 
any grading exercise. That part is easy. Congress gave it to us in the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. 
With the collapse of Enron and WorldCom fresh in mind, we were told to 
oversee "the audits of companies that are subject to the securities laws …in 
order to protect the interests of investors and further the public interest . . . 
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"In other words, our mission, our guiding principle, is to protect you and 
your work, the investors here in this room. 
 
Grades then should entail an assessment of how we are fulfilling this 
mission. In other words, any grade is about accountability to investors and 
the public. 
 

A. Accountability and Transparency 
 
Let's start with the PCAOB as a whole and for this grading exercise I want 
to focus on accountability and transparency. 
 
As already noted, we are assigned the task of protecting the interests of 
investors and the public. Stating a mission and adhering to it are two 
different things.  
 
As academics have long recognized, regulators can sometimes lose their 
way. They may do so for any number of reasons, whether ossification, 
capture, or bureaucratic overconfidence. 
 
But our regulatory system builds in a fix when this happens and you play 
an essential role in that. Our system depends on you — and the public more 
broadly - to hold agencies accountable. Public accountability improves the 
discipline and quality of the regulator's work in achieving its mission. 
 
Yet, you can't ensure accountability for what you don't know. As a result, 
transparency is an essential component of accountability. It's perhaps no 
surprise then that transparency has been described as "an essential 
characteristic of a vital democracy." 
 
This has not been lost on Congress. A set of laws essentially provide a 
minimum level of transparency for federal agencies.  
 
These include, among others, the Sunshine Act, the law which provides for 
mandatory open meetings in certain circumstances, the Freedom of 
Information Act, which provides a mechanism for obtaining various 
records from agencies, and the Administrative Procedure Act, which 
mandates notice and comment in the case of certain rulemakings and 
requires the implementation of a mechanism for petitioning an agency to 
change its rules. 
 
These laws mandate disclosure in specified circumstances. But their true 
strength is not the individual requirements but their collective impact. In 
other words, they are more than the sum of their parts.  
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Together, these laws encourage a greater willingness of regulators to be 
transparent and open about their thought process and their regulatory 
approach. So armed, the public can better judge whether a regulator is 
acting in a mission-consistent manner. 
 
Let me give you an example of transparency in practice. For many years, 
the staff in the SEC's Division of Corporation Finance sent comment letters 
to issuers following a review of their periodic reports and other filings.  
 
We know this because these letters are routinely made public. But this 
wasn't always the case. 
 
Until 2004, the letters were non-public but available through the FOIA. 
That year, the Commission decided to release the letters – both the 
comment letters from the staff and the company's response – to the public, 
no FOIA request required. 
 
And the benefits? Publication has increased regulatory effectiveness. 
 
With everyone able to read the letters, more companies got the message. 
The approach also provided increased transparency into the staff's views 
and thought process, allowing investors and the public to better 
understand the relevant issues and provide a more effective opportunity 
for feedback. 
 
So, transparency can benefit everyone, agencies, those subject to regulation 
and, most importantly, the public. 
 
How is the PCAOB doing on the transparency front? In the drive for 
transparency, we start behind, way behind. 
 
In creating the PCAOB, Congress chose to structure us as a non-profit 
corporation formed under the laws of the District of Columbia.  
 
As a result of this decision, the legal regime designed to ensure 
transparency and facilitate accountability across federal agencies simply 
doesn't apply to us. We are not subject to the Sunshine Act, the FOIA, or 
the APA. 
 
What difference does the inapplicability of these laws make? In my 
opinion, plenty. 
 
How about letters received by the PCAOB from third parties? We are not 
required to make that information publicly available. 
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How about a calendar of board meetings that shows the outside groups 
who have met with us and the agenda for the meetings? Again disclosure is 
not required. 
 
Want to petition us with concerns and request changes in our rules or 
standards, something otherwise required by the APA? Go ahead, but we 
have no obligation to make the request or any follow up comments public. 
 
What about public meetings, something enshrined in the Sunshine Act? 
The Act does not apply to us and our obligation are limited to what we 
specify in our bylaws. 
 
No particular matter or circumstance automatically triggers the obligation 
to hold a public meeting, although we do as a matter of practice schedule 
them when we approve our budget or consider changes to our standards or 
rules. 
 
Given these limits, it may not be surprising then that at our most recent 
meeting of the Investor Advisory Group, one of the members described our 
role as "completely opaque." 
 
And let's be clear. While we are not subject to these laws, that's not the 
same as a prohibition. We have the latitude to implement at least some of 
requirements on a voluntary basis.  
 
In fact, we voluntarily submit our proposed standards to the public for 
notice and comment, something otherwise required for federal agencies 
under the APA. And, by the way, we make those letters public. 
 
The lack of transparency resulting from the inapplicability of these laws, in 
my opinion, has an additional consequence. A lack of transparency can 
have a disproportionate impact on investors and the public.  
 
We have regular interaction with audit firms, particularly through the 
inspection process. These interactions can provide significant insight into 
our regulatory approach and provide a catalysts for change. 
 
Yet investors and our other stakeholders do not have these same 
opportunities to gain insight into our thought process and regulatory 
approach. 
 
I do acknowledge that transparency can have uncomfortable consequences. 
Third parties may be less inclined to write to us if they know their 
correspondence and our response will be posted on our website or 
otherwise be made public.  
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Publishing a calendar of meetings with the full board that includes agendas 
with outside organizations may generate plenty of additional requests and 
take up additional board time. 
 
But when you act in the public interest, which we do, accountability in my 
opinion takes precedence and requires a more open approach. So let's call 
transparency a regulatory cost of doing business, particularly when the 
business is acting in the interest of investors and the public. 
 
What more could we do? 
 
I want to first make clear that this board has taken some steps in an effort 
to be more open. We adopted a strategic plan that includes the promise of 
increased transparency and provided the public with an opportunity to 
comment on the plan. 
 
We have created a new position designed to engage in outreach to 
investors, audit committees and preparers. 
 
We are developing a new approach to inspection reports that hopefully will 
provide investors and the public with results that are more accessible, 
informative, and transparent. 
 
But these steps offer only limited additional insight into our "completely 
opaque" role. And, in my opinion, there is more that could be done, much 
more. 
 
We could create a Board corner on our website and disclose relevant 
correspondence from third parties, as well as any responses, keeping 
confidential anything required by our statute or otherwise exempt under 
the FOIA.  
 
The corner could include calendars for the full board that showed the 
outside groups who meet with us, including the agendas for the meetings. 
 
We could provide a mechanism that would allow any stakeholder to 
petition us for a change in our standards or rules and then post the petition 
and any comments.  
 
We could mandate the inclusion of memoranda in the notice and comment 
file for proposed standards or rules identifying outside groups that 
discussed ongoing rulemaking matters with us. 
 
We could better take into account the informational asymmetries between 
those we oversee and the public. Where for example we alter our approach 
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to inspections, regulated entities will often become aware of the changes 
when we implement them.  
 
In other words, they'll learn from experience. Investors and the public will 
only learn about the changes when we tell them. We can do a better job at 
making this type of information available to you and the public on a more 
routine and fulsome basis. 
 
We could provide an explicit invitation on our website to investors and 
stakeholders about scheduling meetings with the PCAOB and the full 
board. 
 
We could take an inventory of information that we have kept confidential 
and reconsider the approach given the passage of time.  
 
For example, the PCAOB has apparently never made public the application 
filed in 2003 that allowed the SEC to issue an order authorizing the PCAOB 
to begin operations. 
 
These are examples. But in reality it's not about the number of documents 
or agendas that are disclosed. It is about a culture of openness with respect 
to a regulator's thought process and approach to its mission. 
 
And in advancing the goal of increased transparency, we will not be alone. 
Other regulators in our space are making a renewed commitment to 
transparency. 
 
So my grade? An incomplete. In academic parlance, incomplete means 
there is more to be done but still time to convert the incomplete into a 
passing grade. 
 

B. Accountability and the Division of Registration and 
Inspections 
 
Let's turn to a second area for grading consideration. Again, the grade 
needs to be based on our mission of protecting you and the public. For this 
second exercise, I want to focus on our Division of Registration and 
Inspections. 
 
The PCAOB does a lot of things. We set standards, bring enforcement 
actions, and conduct economic analysis. But we are primarily an 
inspections organization.  
 
The Division of Registration and Inspections or DRI is the largest 
operating unit at the PCAOB, representing around 60% of our personnel. 
It's through inspections that the PCAOB communicates most regularly with 
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the public, whether in inspection reports, staff inspection briefs, or from 
outreach with audit committees. Our success as an organization hinges in 
no small part on the work of DRI. 
 
The PCAOB is undergoing transformation. This is particularly true with 
respect to inspections. DRI has been keenly focused on how to make the 
inspection process more effective in protecting investors and the public 
interest. 
 
Transformation at DRI builds on a strong foundation. The Division each 
year inspects around 160 audit firms in the US and in roughly 30 foreign 
jurisdictions, reviewing portions of over 700 public company audits, 
statistics that do not include the more than 100 or so broker-dealer audits. 
 
The program is often credited with raising audit quality, both domestically 
and globally. 
 
I would add that I also know this from direct experience. In my tenure at 
the PCAOB, I have participated in a number of inspections and have 
witnessed the remarkable skill and commitment of the inspection staff 
firsthand. 
 
But past accomplishments do not ensure future success and the Division 
knows this. The Division has been working hard at developing approaches 
that will help increase the quality of audits and improve trust in the 
financial disclosure process. Let me highlight a few ways that DRI is doing 
this. 
 
First, the Division is conducting a deeper review of the system of quality 
control employed by the largest firms. This is the process that audit firms 
put in place to, among other things, make sure that their individual 
engagements meet applicable standards.  
 
DRI is looking into the design and operating effectiveness of each system. 
Improvements in connection with these systems could improve quality at 
the engagement level. 
 
Second, DRI is seeking to become more nimble and better able to react to 
current and emerging circumstances. This year the Division sent into the 
field a "target" team that is performing inspections on specific procedures 
across a number of audit firms. 
 
This team, made up of approximately 10 inspectors, will allow DRI to be 
more agile, responsive, and focused on topics that involve current or 
emerging risks. This approach also has the potential to add increased 
elements of unpredictability into the inspection process. 
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Third, DRI is working on making our inspection reports more accessible, 
informative, and useful, and hopefully this will provide a more transparent 
picture of what we learn through the inspection process. 
 
Fourth, DRI is increasing accountability through stepped up involvement 
with audit committee chairs. DRI has implemented a policy of reaching out 
to more audit committees of issuers subject to inspection, with interviews 
of more than 250 chairs conducted by the end of August.  
 
This provides an opportunity for audit committee chairs to obtain insight 
into the role of the PCAOB and the importance of the inspection process. 
They in turn can give us insight into their process and enable us to better 
understand the information they need from us to help advance their 
gatekeeper function.  
 
The invitation can also provide awareness of an inspection and may 
increase the dialogue between audit committee and auditor. 
 
Fifth, DRI has been deeply involved in the process of ensuring proper 
implementation of critical audit matters or CAMs. A CAM is a matter 
arising from the audit of the company's financial statements that involved 
especially challenging, subjective, or complex auditor judgment. 
 
It is also a matter that was communicated – or required to be 
communicated – to the audit committee, and that relates to accounts or 
disclosures that are material to the financial statements. 
 
This is a significant change. Investors will for the first time hear directly 
from auditors about some of the most difficult areas of an audit, a form of 
audit firm transparency.  
 
In advance of the effective date, we met with ten audit firms, received 
feedback on their practice runs with their issuer audits, and reviewed their 
methodology. 
 
Prior to the effective date, we issued several rounds of guidance. 
 
Now that the requirement has become effective, DRI has flipped into high 
gear. Somewhere around 70 large accelerated filers had fiscal years ending 
on June 30, the effective date for CAMs, and the Division is inspecting the 
audit reports for some of them.  
 
Inspections staff will examine the approach to the determination of CAMs 
and how they were communicated in the audit report. We will see what we 
learn from the findings and to the extent appropriate will provide 
additional guidance to improve application of the standard. 
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All of these changes are important but they only scratch the surface of the 
transformation process in DRI. There are other significant issues that in 
my opinion should be addressed. 
 
Let's go back to first principals like the purpose of an inspections. Right 
now we primarily assess whether auditors have met our standards. Should 
we view audit quality more in terms of the overall impact on financial 
reporting? 
 
In doing so, should we inspect areas of the audit that relate to accounts or 
disclosures that investors and other consumers of the financial information 
have perceived as inadequate? 
 
Then there is our engagement selection process. Given our limited 
resources, we can't inspect every audit. With respect to the Big Four, for 
example, we inspect maybe 50 to 55 of the engagements each year, less 
than 10% of the audit opinions actually issued. 
 
In making our selections, we rely on a variety of variables, including risks 
factors, random selection, and market capitalization, among others. Are 
these the appropriate variables? What risk factors should we consider in 
selecting engagements? Should we emphasize other purposes? Should we 
focus more on audits where there is a higher risk of accounting violations 
in the financial statements and how might we do this? What areas of the 
audit should we inspect? 
 
So DRI is a division in motion, with strong leadership, a committed staff 
but with plenty of work yet to be done. Based upon my 18 months at the 
PCAOB, I would assign the Division of Registration and Inspections an A 
for fully meeting the guiding principle of the protection of investors and 
the public through improvement in audit quality and trust in the financial 
disclosure system. 
 

C. Request of Help 
 
Let me end by asking a favor. 
 
Coming back to transparency, help us convert that incomplete into a 
passing grade. Write to us, talk to us, ask for meetings with the staff or the 
full board to share your views. Give us any insight you have into how we 
might better provide greater transparency into our thought process and 
regulatory approach. And more specifically, help us transform in a way that 
will make us more effective and accountable to investors and the public. 
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We would benefit from any thoughts you may have in connection with our 
transformation, particularly with respect to our inspections program, 
including the purpose of inspections and the engagement selection process. 
 
Why should you do this? Because if we can make better decisions in this 
space, we will improve the quality of, and trust in, the corporate reporting 
regime. This will allow you to assign more accurate grades to your own 
investments. 
 
And if you write, let your letter be a small step towards increased 
transparency and accountability. Tell us to post it so that other investors 
and the public can see the concerns or compliments that you raised and 
maybe that will be the beginning of a more active conversation about 
accountability, transparency, and investor protection at the PCAOB. 
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BIS launches green bond fund for central banks 
 

 
 

The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) has launched an open-ended 
fund for central bank investments in green bonds.  
 
Responding to a growing demand for climate-friendly investments among 
official institutions, the BIS's green bond fund initiative helps central 
banks to incorporate environmental sustainability objectives in the 
management of their reserves. 
 
With the support of an advisory committee drawn from a global group of 
central banks, the fund pools BIS client assets to promote green finance 
through sizeable climate-friendly investments and support the adoption of 
best market practices to deepen the green bond market.  
 
The open-ended fund, denominated in US dollars, is structured according 
to Swiss law and belongs to the BIS Investment Pool (BISIP) family, a 
format commonly used by BIS Asset Management for its fixed income 
investment products.  
 
It is managed in-house by BIS Asset Management.  
 
Eligible bonds have a minimum rating of A- and comply with the 
International Capital Market Association's Green Bond Principles and/or 
the Climate Bond Standard published by the Climate Bonds Initiative.  
 
The initiative is part of the BIS's broader commitment to supporting 
environmentally responsible finance and investment practices, in line with 
the Bank's participation in the Central Banks and Supervisors Network for 
Greening the Financial System.  
 
To read more: https://www.banque-france.fr/en/financial-
stability/international-role/network-greening-financial-system 
 
Commenting on the launch, Peter Zöllner, Head of the BIS Banking 
Department, said: "We are confident that, by aggregating the investment 
power of central banks, we can influence the behaviour of market 
participants and have some impact on how green investment standards 
develop."  
 
The BIS offers financial services to a broad client base comprising some 
140 central banks, monetary authorities and international organisations 

https://www.banque-france.fr/en/financial-stability/international-role/network-greening-financial-system
https://www.banque-france.fr/en/financial-stability/international-role/network-greening-financial-system
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worldwide, and has a long-standing experience in managing fixed income 
portfolios. 
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Law and Macroeconomics: The Global Evolution of 
Macroprudential Regulation 
Vice Chair for Supervision Randal K. Quarles, at the “Law and 
Macroeconomics,” conference at Georgetown University Law Center, 
Washington, D.C. 
 

 
 

Good morning. I would like to thank Georgetown University Law Center 
and the conference organizers, Anna Gelpern and Adam Levitin, for the 
opportunity to speak to you. 
 
I was particularly delighted to be asked to speak at today's conference 
because the topic is law and macroeconomics, a field that my experience 
has persuaded me is of the first importance, but ill understood, and 
surprisingly understudied.  
 
Now, this may at first blush sound like a beloved former president, 
venturing into a grocery store—"Golly, can you believe these scanners!?"—
because the field of law and economics was already sturdily established 
when I was in law school back in the Coolidge Administration, and is now 
well over half a century old.  
 
It has been the source of some of the most innovative and influential legal 
scholarship over the lifetimes of everyone here, and in many ways the 
insights of the law and economics movement have become the default 
framework that policy makers and practitioners alike use when we think 
about the law conceptually, and often even at the level of granular 
application. 
 
Yet, while we have called this law and economics, it would be more precise 
to call it law and microeconomics. Both law and microeconomics are 
centrally concerned with incentives—how are they constructed, how do 
they operate, how do legal or economic actors respond to them—and the 
interplay between these different ways to think about incentives has been a 
natural and fruitful focus of investigation in a broad range of legal studies: 
tort law, property law, criminal law, contract law, corporate law. 
 
But both law and economics are also centrally concerned with systems, the 
performance and relationships of broad aggregates of laws or economic 
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activity. Not merely how do individual actors react to changes in incentives, 
but how do large-scale combinations of actors respond to changes in 
systems: how are legal or economic systems constructed, how do they 
operate, how do those systems constrain wide areas of human activity.  
 
The interplay between those two ways of thinking about systems would 
seem to be as natural and fruitful a focus of investigation as is law and 
microeconomics, but it is only just beginning to be thought of as a field in 
itself. 
 
For a concrete example, think about the often observed fact that corporate 
profit margins have been increasing steadily over the last few decades.  
 
Law is likely to have been a significant element in this evolution, but not 
any individual law. Rather an entire system of laws—laws relating to 
corporate governance, corporate combinations, taxation, litigation, labor—
have evolved over an extended period of time. And, under this theory, one 
outcome of this system—higher corporate profit margins—would likely give 
firms greater scope to increase wages without increasing prices, thus 
offering a potential explanation for the flattening of the Phillips curve, the 
traditional macroeconomic relationship between the unemployment rate 
and inflation.  
 
For a policymaker who accepted this theory, his comfort in maintaining a 
very low rate of unemployment could depend significantly on his 
understanding of that underlying legal system and his estimation of how its 
evolution would likely proceed in the future. 
 
Thus, the formal union of law and macroeconomics should seek to examine 
the interplay between a legal system and macroeconomic outcomes, above 
and beyond the connections a particular law may have with its impact on 
human behavior.  
 
Scholars and policymakers have spent our time primarily thinking about 
the impact of single laws, but it is appropriate to focus more broadly, 
especially since we have in fact repeatedly sought over the past century to 
revamp our system of laws to improve macroeconomic outcomes. 
 
Consider the roaring debate in the half-dozen years after the 1929 market 
crash that led to the establishment of the foundations of federal financial 
regulation in the United States. Laws creating the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation and a federal deposit insurance and receivership 
framework, establishing the Securities and Exchange Commission, and 
greatly expanding the responsibilities and capabilities of the Federal 
Reserve System were very purposefully intended to help restore confidence 
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in the U.S. financial system as a necessary condition to foster a recovery 
from the devastation of the Great Depression.  
 
In essence, we designed and implemented a new system of financial 
regulatory laws to alter macroeconomic outcomes, not only to affect 
individual behavior. The debate around those laws, in the 1930s, was not 
an academic one, because the pain and suffering of that era was evident—at 
the time Congress was debating the Banking Act of 1935, which established 
the modern framework for the federal bank regulation and supervision, the 
unemployment rate in the United States was still 20 percent. 
 
I will leave to others the question of whether every detail of the laws passed 
in this period was equally effective, in the short or long term, in promoting 
macroeconomic stability. But we should recognize that rules to promote 
financial stability and a healthy economy have deep roots in the American 
legal tradition. 
 

The Post-Crisis International Consensus 
 
Building upon that strong tradition, I would like to focus this morning's 
remarks on the role that law and macroeconomics has played since the 
financial crisis in promoting a more stable economy. I am, of course, 
referring to macroprudential financial regulation. 
 
Let's rewind the tape. After many decades of remarkable financial stability 
in the United States since the 1930s, the focus of financial oversight had 
moved away from systemic risks. Prior to the financial crisis, the better 
part of our regulatory framework was microprudential in nature—
individual laws geared toward mitigating the fallout from idiosyncratic 
shocks to firms.  
 
This framework was designed to protect investors and depositors, viewed 
negative shocks as not originating from the financial system, and did not 
take into account risks that might be shared by financial firms. This is not 
to say that regulators did not understand the consequences of an 
interconnected system and the potential of contagion.  
 
For instance, the U.S. government, under the able leadership of Treasury 
Secretary Nicholas Brady, recognized and responded to the financial 
stability risks of the Latin American debt crisis of the 1980s. The United 
States had interests in stabilizing allies in Latin America, but a central part 
of the motivation was to contain potential risks to the U.S. economy. 
 
The events of 2008–09 redefined our mission by more explicitly 
connecting macroeconomic and financial stability, as in the 1930s. 
Congress and the executive branch embraced a sweeping response, 
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designing a system of laws to reflect a recognition that the cumulative, 
interconnected behavior of financial institutions had implications for 
financial stability and that even the behavior of a single large and complex 
institution could have implications for financial stability.  
 
This new system was also adopted at the international level. Starting with 
the G20 summit in Washington, D.C., in November 2008, the global 
community established the runway for a structural change. The subsequent 
G20 summit in London led to the establishment of the Financial Stability 
Board (FSB), with a strengthened mandate as a successor to the Financial 
Stability Forum.  
 
Subsequently, including at the following summit in Pittsburgh, world 
leaders agreed that the supervision of individual financial institutions had 
to account for the financial system as a whole, and it was recognized that 
shocks could originate from within the system and could spread to 
institutions with common exposures.  
 
In other words, the supervisory framework had to be macroprudential—
focusing on mitigating systemic risk and accounting for macroeconomic 
consequences. This reorientation was a defining part of the 2010 Dodd-
Frank Act, and internationally, in the Basel III Accord. 
 
Section 165 of the Dodd-Frank Act, in particular, requires the Board to 
implement heightened capital and liquidity standards, concentration 
limits, and stress testing—all to further the macroprudential purpose of 
preventing or mitigating risks to the financial stability of the United States.  
 
As I will discuss later, the Board has followed through with rules such as 
the G-SIB surcharge, the liquidity coverage ratio, and single-counterparty 
credit limits, just to name a few; and, importantly, we have used 
macroeconomic considerations in calibrating some of these rules. 
 

An Evolving Regulatory Perspective 
 
Now, let's fast forward to the present. Over a decade has passed since the 
migration began toward a renewed focus on macroprudential regulation. 
Our evolution did not stop with the Pittsburgh G20 summit in 2009.  
 
Indeed, global financial standard-setters have continued to adapt and learn 
as they implemented and updated regulations in line with the global 
consensus that was reflected in Basel III. I would like to highlight three 
important regulatory paradigm shifts that follow from this renewed focus 
on macroprudential regulation. 
 

Taking Stock of the Entire Banking Sector 
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First, in line with the pivot away from microprudential regulation, we have 
a renewed focus not only on the health of individual financial firms but on 
the amount of capital in the entire banking sector. Note that the idea of 
improving the stability of the financial system by regulating individual 
bank capital has been around for decades.  
 
Global policymakers began construction of the modern risk-based, bank 
capital framework in the 1980s, when the aforementioned Latin American 
debt crisis increased concerns that the capital held by large international 
banks was deteriorating.  
 
Since then, regulators, such as the Board, have continued to have one eye 
focused on the capital held at individual firms. Now, over a decade after the 
crisis, exercises such as stress testing have caused us to have the other eye 
focused on and assessing the amount of capital in the entire banking 
system. 
 

Considering Macroeconomic Outcomes in Calibrations and 
Impact Analyses 
 
The second paradigm shift is that regulators have improved their methods 
of conducting quantitative analysis of regulations. Such analysis, including 
conventional –cost-benefit analysis, traditionally did not take 
macroeconomic variables like gross domestic product (GDP) growth or the 
unemployment rate.  
 
That is no longer the case. Since regulators are given the task of 
maintaining the stability of the system as a whole, they must concern 
themselves with externalities and spillover effects to the broader economy. 
At the Federal Reserve, several regulatory initiatives have exemplified this 
change in quantitative analysis. 
 
At the height of the financial crisis, the Federal Reserve created the first 
stress test, the Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (SCAP), to 
estimate potential losses at those banks, if economic and financial 
conditions worsened.  
 
Building on SCAP, the Federal Reserve moved to the current stress testing 
assessment—the Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR)—to 
evaluate whether the largest firms have sufficient capital to absorb 
potential losses and continue to lend under stressful conditions. In the 
CCAR process, the Federal Reserve simulates macroeconomic scenarios 
like a recession in which GDP falls and the unemployment rate rises 
significantly. In the 2019 stress test cycle, for example, we tested banks 
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against a hypothetical global recession in which the unemployment rate in 
the United States rose to 10 percent. 
 
The stressed banks were required to show that they could continue to meet 
minimum capital requirements in the face of those hypothetical 
macroeconomic shocks. 
 
Aside from CCAR, the FSB compiles an annual list of global systemically 
important banks (G-SIBs), which are subject to stricter capital 
requirements in the form of a capital surcharge. These banks must meet 
this higher capital standard based on the judgement that their potential 
failure would have a larger, systemwide impact on the economy. The goal, 
therefore, is to reduce a G-SIB's probability of failure so that its expected 
impact on the economy would be the same as that of a non-G-SIB. 
 
Similarly, to reduce the risks of interconnectedness and contagion, the 
United States and other jurisdictions have implemented rules that limit the 
exposure that one bank may have to a single counterparty. 
 
Finally, research on optimal bank capital levels by staff at regulatory and 
supervisory bodies around the world have factored in macroeconomic costs 
and benefits. Specifically, these models assume that higher capital 
requirements would reduce the probability of a financial crisis occurring 
but would increase the cost of bank lending, thereby lowering GDP growth. 
Not surprisingly, these models have produced a wide range of capital 
estimates given the wide range of underlying assumptions. 
 

Combating Pro-cyclicality 
 
The third paradigm shift at the Fed is combatting pro-cyclicality. To be 
sure, none of the regulatory developments that I have discussed so far 
screams macroeconomics quite as loudly as a time-varying, discretionary 
regulatory regime the express goal of which is to fight pro-cyclicality.  
 
Cyclicality—in this case, fluctuations in the economy based on the business 
cycle—is a concept that is near and dear to every macroeconomist's heart. 
In fact, theoretical studies of economic cycles go back to the early 1800s, 
and the National Bureau of Economic Research's tracker of the U.S. 
business cycle dates economic contractions and expansions back to the 
1850s. Quite impressive. There's also more than just a handful of volumes 
of articles and book chapters written on the business cycle and 
countercyclical fiscal policy. 
 
In the context of macroprudential regulation, pro-cyclicality represents a 
problem because banks tend to build up excessive credit during an 
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economic expansion. Limiting pro-cyclicality means limiting both the highs 
and lows of a credit cycle. 
 
Along with many other jurisdictions, the United States adopted a 
countercyclical capital buffer (CCyB) to address the issue. The U.S. CCyB is 
a capital buffer that ranges from zero percent to 2.5 percent of covered 
institutions' risk-weighted assets.  
 
Domestic regulators have discretion to switch the CCyB on or off anywhere 
within that range in order to prevent or mitigate the overheating of credit 
markets under their jurisdiction.  
 
In setting the buffer, the Federal Reserve takes into account, among other 
things, leverage in the financial sector, leverage in the nonfinancial sector, 
maturity and liquidity transformation in the financial sector, and asset 
valuation pressures.  
 
Notably, the CCyB is not calibrated bank-by-bank and is not calibrated 
asset-class-by-asset-class. Rather, regulators set the buffer based on their 
perception of the aggregate domestic credit cycle, whether it's too hot, too 
cold, or just right.  
 
Under the Board's current policy, we would activate the CCyB based on 
"when systemic vulnerabilities are meaningfully above normal." 
 
Based on this policy, the CCyB is currently set at zero percent in the United 
States but has been turned on in France, Hong Kong, Sweden, the United 
Kingdom, and Norway. It is worth noting that, in the United Kingdom, the 
CCyB is set equal to a positive level—1 percent—in normal times.  
 
As a result, their buffer can be adjusted upward or downward based on the 
perceived risks of the time-varying credit cycle. As I have recently said, I 
see real merit in exploring the U.K. approach as a tool to promote financial 
stability. 
 

Conclusion 
 
Let me conclude by offering a few thoughts on three research topics that 
fall squarely in the intersection of law and macroeconomics. 
 

Central Bank Mandates 
 
First, while international agreements such as Basel III demonstrate that 
the international regulatory community has agreed on the high-level 
systematic changes and developed similar perspectives following the crisis, 
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national governments gave different regulatory powers—in both degree 
and scope—to their central banks in pursuit of the new post-crisis 
consensus.  
 
In the United States, Congress did not change the Federal Reserve's dual 
mandate but did provide new responsibilities to promote financial stability.  
 
There was no change to the European Central Bank's monetary policy 
mandate, but it received direct supervisory authority over some of the 
Eurozone's largest banks through the Single Supervisory Mechanism and 
also continues to monitor financial sector risks.  
 
The Bank of Japan does not control Japan's macroprudential toolkit but 
does play an active role in monitoring systemic risk. The Bank of England, 
on the other hand, was explicitly tasked with a new financial stability 
mandate, and it oversees macroprudential regulation. 
 
In line with the debates over central bank independence and 
macroeconomic outcomes, legal scholars who engage in cutting-edge 
research on institutional design may have thoughts on which model leads 
to the best outcomes for financial stability. 
 

Financial Stability Monitoring 
 
Second, in addition to giving varying degrees of power to their central 
banks, national governments also created new bodies that promote 
financial stability, such as the FSB and the Financial Stability Oversight 
Council (FSOC), to monitor systemic risk and identify systemically 
important institutions and activities.  
 
For example, the main issues on the FSB agenda for this year were 
developments in financial technology, nonbank financial intermediation, 
and evaluation of too-big-to-fail reforms.  
 
In the same vein, the FSOC produces annual reports that highlight such 
threats and vulnerabilities, including news ones such as cybersecurity. 
 
Given today's audience, I very much look forward to hearing your thoughts 
on these issues, particularly suggestions on ways in which our legal 
framework can be used to mitigate these risks and the extent to which 
additional macroeconomic tools should be developed to monitor or address 
evolving risks. 
 

Due Process 
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Third and finally, since I have spent a good part of this speech talking 
about issues that are near and dear to every economist, I feel like it is only 
fair for me to wrap up by discussing an issue of equal, if not greater, 
emotional import to lawyers: due process.  
 
Specifically, I'd like to close by talking about the due process 
considerations associated with the aforementioned macroprudential 
policies.  
 
There is nothing improper about mitigating negative externalities through 
regulation, and that is an important purpose of much post-crisis financial 
regulation.  
 
However, it is also well-accepted that due process requires the fair, 
evenhanded application of laws so that individuals are not at the mercy of 
the arbitrary exercise of government power. 
 
As I have alluded to throughout my remarks, we are currently placing a 
much greater regulatory burden on a select group of banks—the largest and 
most complex firms—because we believe their failures would bring down 
the entire financial system. 
 
Some might argue that, during the financial crisis, we dispensed with due 
process considerations while conducting version 1.0 of the stress tests.  
 
This is why I have strongly pushed for the recent shift toward greater 
transparency around the structure of the stress tests and the models 
themselves. It affords greater due process to the affected participants. 
 
In the same vein, I would welcome greater legal scholarship on the due 
process considerations associated with bank supervision as a process 
distinct from bank regulation.  
 
By bank supervision, I refer to the processes and activities identified with 
examining banks, including checking compliance with laws and 
regulations, assessing bank capital and liquidity levels, assigning 
supervisory ratings to banks, and taking formal and informal enforcement 
actions.  
 
While it is important for bank supervision to be up to the task of assessing 
the world's largest banks, especially in light of the financial stability risks 
that I have been describing today, an equally important task is making sure 
that supervisors are acting fairly. Although questions of fairness are 
routine in law and economics, there is ample room to explore these issues 
as they relate to bank supervision. 
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While transparency and fairness are pillars of due process, I appreciate 
that there are other approaches worth considering on this matter. With this 
growing field of law and macroeconomics, I hope to see and implement 
many interdisciplinary solutions on the path forward.  
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The Joint Committee of the European Supervisory Authorities 
(EBA, EIOPA and ESMA) published its 2020 Work Programme. 
 

 
 

1. The Joint Committee of the European Supervisory Authorities (the 
“ESAs”) is the forum in which the three ESAs, namely the European 
Banking Authority (EBA), the European Insurance and Occupational 
Pensions Authority (EIOPA) and the European Securities and Markets 
Authority (ESMA), liaise very closely and on a regular basis with the aim to 
strengthening cooperation among each other.  
 
The European Commission and the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) 
also participate in the Joint Committee.  
 
2. The ESAs cooperate closely to ensure cross-sectoral consistency as well 
as supervisory convergence in line with their institutional role. Through 
the Joint Committee, the three ESAs regularly coordinate their supervisory 
activities within the scope of their respective responsibilities and ensure 
consistency in their practices.  
 
The Joint Committee works in particular in the areas of risks and 
vulnerabilities for financial stability and micro-prudential analysis of cross-
sectoral developments, retail investment products, supervision of financial 
conglomerates, accounting and auditing, and measures combating money 
laundering.  
 
The ESAs, via the Joint Committee, jointly explore and monitor potential 
emerging risks for financial markets participants and the financial system 
as a whole.  
 
3. After the Council and the EU Parliament reached a deal on the set of 
proposals to review the functioning of the current European system of 
financial supervision (ESFS), the European Parliament endorsed this 
agreement on 18 April 2019, which will become applicable as of 1st January 
2020.  
 
This review of tasks, powers and governance of the European Supervisory 
Authorities also triggers changes to the Joint Committee.  
 
4. As of 2020, the Joint Committee will have an amended scope. The work 
on cybersecurity and retail financial services and depositor, consumer and 
investor protection issues are now being emphasised. In addition to that, 
the Joint Committee’s competence for anti-money laundering matters will 
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be transferred to a permanent internal committee of the EBA, where ESMA 
and EIOPA will continue to contribute to the EBA’s new centralised 
competence.  
 
5. In 2020, the Joint Committee will continue to focus its work on 
consumer protection issues, such as finalising proposals to amend the 
PRIIPs KID RTS, as well as continuing to provide guidance for the PRIIPs 
Regulation where necessary.  
 
The Joint Committee will also continue its work in developing technical 
standards for sustainability related disclosures, as well as monitoring and 
analyzing financial technology innovations.  
 
For the European Forum for Innovation Facilitators (EFIF), the Joint 
Committee will further promote coordination and cooperation among 
national innovation facilitators to foster the scaling up of innovation in the 
financial sector in line with the FinTech Action Plan.  
 
The EFIF Work Programme is also annexed to the Joint Committee Work 
Programme. The Joint Committee will continue to be an important forum 
for discussing key crosssectoral trends and vulnerabilities to financial 
stability, with the publication of bi-annual crosssectoral Risk Reports and 
its submission to the EFC-FST.  
 
In the area of Financial Conglomerates, the Joint Committee will further 
develop and finalise its work on specific reporting formats for financial 
conglomerates.  
 
6. In addition, the Joint Committee will continue to serve as important 
body for addressing other cross-sectoral matters such as the cross-sectoral 
mandates and questions (Q&As) stemming from the Securitisation 
Regulation, and the work to make the Joint Committee the coordination 
platform of data collected. 
 
To read more: 
https://eba.europa.eu/-/esas-joint-committee-defines-its-priorities-for-
2020 
 
https://eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/2970032/JC+2019+51+%28Joi
nt+Committee+Work+Programme+2020%29.pdf 

 

 
 
 
 

https://eba.europa.eu/-/esas-joint-committee-defines-its-priorities-for-2020
https://eba.europa.eu/-/esas-joint-committee-defines-its-priorities-for-2020
https://eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/2970032/JC+2019+51+%28Joint+Committee+Work+Programme+2020%29.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/2970032/JC+2019+51+%28Joint+Committee+Work+Programme+2020%29.pdf
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FSB and IMF publish 2019 Progress Report on G20 Data Gaps 
Initiative 
 

 
 

 The Financial Stability Board (FSB) and International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) today published the Fourth Progress Report – Countdown to 2021 
on the implementation of the Second Phase of the G20 Data Gaps Initiative 
(DGI-2).  
 
Data gaps limit the ability of policymakers and market participants to 
assess financial stability risks and economic developments in a timely and 
accurate manner. Addressing these gaps has been an important priority for 
the G20 economies.  
 
This report provides an overview of the progress since September 2018 and 
the challenges that remain in implementing the DGI-2 recommendations 
until the final deadline of 2021. 
 
The report highlights that: 
 
- Participating economies made additional progress in closing the 

identified data gaps and promoting the regular flow of timely and 
reliable statistics for policy use.  
 
Overall improvements were noted in coverage, timeliness, or 
periodicity of: securities statistics, derivatives data, sectoral accounts, 
international investment position, international banking statistics, and 
government finance statistics. 

 
- Challenges remain in fully implementing the DGI-2 recommendations 

by 2021. While substantial achievements have been made in promoting 
data sharing, continued efforts are still needed. Retaining high-level 
political support is essential to overcome remaining challenges. 

 
- To facilitate full implementation of the agreed DGI-2 

recommendations, the IMF staff and the FSB Secretariat, in close 
cooperation with the Inter-Agency Group on Economic and Financial 
Statistics (IAG), will continue to monitor progress on the DGI-2.  

 

Bilateral technical assistance and technical workshops will be 
conducted. The annual DGI Global Conference scheduled in mid-2020 
will monitor the results achieved. 
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- The IMF Staff and FSB Secretariat will report back to G20 Finance 
Ministers and Central Bank Governors in the second half of 2020.  

 

To read more:  
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P111019-1.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P111019-1.pdf
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SEC Adopts New Rules and Amendments under Title VII of 
Dodd-Frank 
 

 
 

The Securities and Exchange Commission has announced that it took a 
significant step toward establishing the regulatory regime for security-
based swap dealers by adopting a package of rules and rule amendments 
under Title VII of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer 
Protection Act (Dodd-Frank Act).  
 
These actions establish recordkeeping and reporting requirements for 
security-based swap dealers and major security-based swap participants 
and amend the recordkeeping and reporting requirements for broker-
dealers.  
 
Under these rules, these companies will be required to create and retain 
fundamental business records to document and track their operations, 
facilitating the Commission's ability to monitor compliance and reducing 
risk to the market. 
 
"I once again would like to thank Commissioner Peirce for her excellent 
leadership of our efforts to stand up the Dodd-Frank Title VII regulatory 
regime. These rules will help the Commission ensure compliance with rules 
designed to promote financial responsibility and investor protection," said 
SEC Chairman Jay Clayton.  
 
"Also, I want to thank our colleagues at the SEC, including in the Division 
of Trading and Markets and the Division of Economic Risk and Analysis, as 
well as CFTC Chairman Tarbert, Commissioner Quintenz and their 
colleagues, for their efforts and commitments to inter-agency cooperation." 
 
"With these rules that we finalized, the Commission has taken another 
important step toward the registration and regulation of security-based 
swap dealers and major security-based swap participants and the full 
implementation of the regulatory framework mandated by Congress in 
Title VII of the Dodd-Frank Act.  
 
These rules reflect the hard work of our staff in Trading and Markets and 
DERA and are the product of ongoing close cooperation with our 
colleagues at the CFTC, including Chairman Tarbert and Commissioner 
Quintenz," said SEC Commissioner Hester Peirce.  "I am particularly 
pleased to see the alternative compliance mechanisms built into the final 
rule." 
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These rules address seven key areas: 
 
- They establish record making requirements for security-based swap 

dealers (SBSDs) and major security-based swap participants (MSBSPs) 
and amend the existing record making requirements for broker-dealers 
to account for their security-based swap activities. 

 
- They establish record preservation requirements for SBSDs and 

MSBSPs and amend the existing record preservation requirements for 
broker-dealers to address records relating to their security-based swap 
activities. 

 
- They establish periodic reporting and annual audit requirements for 

SBSDs and MSBSPs and amend the existing reporting requirements for 
broker-dealers to account for their security-based swap activities. 

 
- They establish early warning notification requirements for SBSDs and 

MSBSPs. 
 
- They establish security count requirements for SBSDs that are not 

registered as broker-dealers and do not have a prudential regulator 
(stand-alone SBSDs). 

 
- They amend the Commission's existing cross-border rule to provide a 

means to request substituted compliance with respect to the 
recordkeeping and reporting requirements for SBSDs and MSBSPs. 

 
- They amend a rule that permits certain SBSDs that are registered as 

swap dealers and predominantly engage in a swaps business to comply 
with CFTC requirements in lieu of Commission requirements. The 
amendment adds the recordkeeping and reporting requirements being 
adopted today to this alternative compliance mechanism.  

 
The accompanying fact sheet describes the rules in more detail. 
 
* * * 
 
FACT SHEET 
Final Rules and Amendments 
 
The Commission adopted a package of new rules and rule amendments to 
establish recordkeeping and reporting requirements under Title VII of the 
Dodd-Frank Act.   
 
RECORDKEEPING AND REPORTING RULES FOR SBSDs, MSBSPs, AND 
BROKER-DEALERS 
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The Scope of the Rules 
 
- Except as discussed below, SBSDs and MSBSPs that also are registered 

as broker-dealers will be subject to the existing recordkeeping and 
reporting rules applicable to broker-dealers: Rule 17a-3 (record 
making); Rule 17a-4 (record preservation); Rule 17a-5 (periodic 
reporting and annual audit); Rule 17a-11 (early warning notification); 
and Rule 17a-13 (security count). Rules 17a-3, 17a‑4, 17a-5, and 17a-11 
are being amended to account for security-based swap activities of 
broker-dealer SBSDs and MSBSPs and of broker-dealers that engage in 
security-based swap activities but not at a level that requires them to 
register as an SBSD or MSBSP. 

 
- SBSDs and MSBSPs that are not also registered as broker-dealers will 

be subject to Rule 18a-5 (record making); Rule 18a-6 (record 
preservation); Rule 18a-7 (periodic reporting and annual audit); and 
Rule 18a-8 (early warning notification). Stand-alone SBSDs will also be 
subject to Rule 18a-9 (security count). 

 
- SBSDs that are also registered as OTC derivatives dealers (a special 

purpose broker-dealer) will be subject to Rule 17a-3 (record making); 
Rule 17a-4 (record preservation); Rule 18a-7 (periodic reporting and 
annual audit); and Rule 18a-8 (early warning notification). These firms 
are subject to Rules 18a-7 and 18a-8 because they will be subject to the 
capital rule for stand-alone SBSDs (Rule 18a‑1) rather than the capital 
rule for broker-dealers (Rule 15c3-1). 

 
Record Making Requirements 
 
- Rule 17a-3 requires a broker-dealer to make and keep current certain 

financial and accounting records, including blotters itemizing a daily 
record of all purchases and sales of securities; ledgers reflecting all 
assets and liabilities, income and expense, and capital accounts; a 
securities record; and a memorandum of each brokerage order and 
proprietary securities transaction. This rule has been amended to 
require broker-dealers (including broker-dealer SBSDs and MSBPS) to 
make and keep current records relating to their security-based swap 
activities. 

- New Rule 18a-5 will require non-broker-dealer SBSDs and MSBSPs to 
make and keep current financial and accounting records and records 
relating to their security-based swap activities.  Rule 18a-5 is more 
narrowly tailored than Rule 17a-3, particularly with respect to the 
requirements for bank SBSDs and MSBSPs. 

 
Record Preservation Requirements 
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- Rule 17a-4 prescribes the period of time the records required to be 
made and kept current under Rule 17a-3 must be preserved and the 
manner in which the records must be preserved. It also identifies 
additional types of records that must be preserved if the record is made 
or received by the broker-dealer (e.g., written communications and 
agreements relating to the broker-dealer’s business).  
 
This rule has been amended to prescribe the time periods that the new 
security-based swap records required under Rule 17a-3 must be 
retained by broker-dealers (including broker-dealer SBSDs and 
MSBSPs) and to subject these records to the other preservation 
requirements in the rule (e.g., requirements relating to storing records 
electronically and promptly producing records to the Commission). 

 
- New Rule 18a-6 prescribes the period of time the records required to be 

made and kept current under new Rule 18a-5 must be preserved by 
non-broker-dealer SBSDs and MSBSPs and the manner in which the 
records must be preserved.  New Rule 18a-6 also identifies additional 
types of records that must be preserved (e.g., written 
communicationsand agreements relating to the firm’s business) if the 
record is made or received by the non-broker-dealer SBSD or MSBSP. 

 
Periodic Reporting and Annual Audit Requirements 
 
- Rule 17a-5 has two main components: (1) a requirement that broker-

dealers periodically (monthly or quarterly) file an unaudited FOCUS 
Report containing information about their financial and operational 
condition, including a balance sheet, income statement, and capital and 
segregation computations; and (2) a requirement that broker-dealers 
annually file financial statements and certain reports audited by a 
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB)-registered 
accountant in accordance with PCAOB standards (annual audited 
reports).  
 
The FOCUS Report Part II has been amended to, among other things, 
elicit information about the capital and segregation computations of 
nonbank SBSDs and MSBSPs and to elicit information about security-
based swap and swap transactions and positions of broker-dealers and 
nonbank SBSDs and MSBSPs. Rule 17a-5 will require broker-dealers 
(including broker-dealer SBSDs and MSBSPs) to file the amended 
FOCUS Report Part II. Rule 17a-5 will require broker-dealer SBSDs and 
MSBSPs to file the annual audited reports (just as the rule currently 
requires broker-dealers to file these reports). 

 
- New Rule 18a-7 will require non-broker-dealer SBSDs and MSBSPs to 

file the amended FOCUS Report Part II or, in the case of bank SBSDs 
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and MSBSPs, the new FOCUS Report Part IIC. The FOCUS Report Part 
IIC is more limited than the amended FOCUS Report Part II and will 
require bank SBSDs and MSBSPs to report certain information about 
their financial condition (largely drawn from the information they file 
with the prudential regulators) and information about their security-
based swap activities. New Rule 18a-7 will require stand-alone SBSDs 
and MSBSPs to file annual audited reports. Bank SBSDs and MSBSPs 
will not be required to file annual audited reports. 

 
Early Warning Notification 
 
- Rule 17a-11 specifies circumstances under which a broker-dealer must 

notify the Commission and other regulators about adverse changes in 
the firm's financial or operational condition. For example, the rule 
requires a broker-dealer to provide notice when, among other things, 
its net capital falls below 120% of the minimum required amount or 
below the minimum required amount, when the firm fails to make and 
keep current the books and records required by Commission rules, or 
when a broker-dealer discovers or is notified by its accountant of a 
"material weakness" as defined in Rule 17a-5.   
 
Rule 17a-11 has been amended to require notice if the broker-dealer 
(including a broker-dealer SBSD or MSBSP) fails to make a required 
deposit into the security-based swap customer reserve account (i.e., 
fails to comply with this security-based swap segregation requirement). 

 
- New Rule 18a-8 establishes notification requirements for non-broker-

dealer SBSDs and MSBPs when, for example, their capital levels fall 
below required amounts, they fail to make required books and records, 
or they fail to make required deposits into their security-based swap 
customer reserve accounts. 

 
Security Counts 
 
Rule 17a-13 requires a broker-dealer on a quarterly basis to examine and 
count the securities it physically holds, account for the securities that are 
subject to its control or direction but are not in its physical possession, 
verify the locations of securities under certain circumstances, and compare 
the results of the count and verification with its records. Broker-dealer 
SBSDs and MSBSPs will be subject to this rule.  New Rule 18a-9 will 
require stand-alone SBSDs to perform a quarterly securities count. 
 
Alternative Compliance Mechanism 
 
Rule 18a-10 provides that an SBSD that is not a registered broker-dealer 
and is registered as a swap dealer and predominantly engages in a swaps 
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business may elect to comply with the capital, margin and segregation 
requirements of the Commodity Exchange Act and the CFTC's rules instead 
of complying with the capital, margin, and segregation rules of the 
Commission if certain conditions are met.   
 
This rule has been amended to provide that the SBSD also may elect to 
comply with the recordkeeping and reporting requirements of the 
Commodity Exchange Act and the CFTC’s rules instead of complying with 
the recordkeeping and reporting rules of the Commission. 
 
Cross-Border Application 
 
The Commission’s cross-border rule has been amended to permit foreign 
SBSDs and MSBSPs to avail themselves of substituted compliance to 
satisfy the recordkeeping and reporting requirements. 
 
What’s Next? 
 
The rules will become effective 60 days after publication in the Federal 
Register. The compliance date for the rule amendments and new rules is 18 
months after the effective date of any final rules addressing the cross-
border application of certain security-based swap requirements. 
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EU Non-bank Financial Intermediation Risk Monitor 2019 
It was released during the summer; it is time to read it now. 
 

 
 

Non-bank financial institutions have become an increasingly important 
source of financing for the real economy over the past decade, bringing 
many benefits but also carrying risks. 
 
As the capital markets union (CMU) progresses, the role of non-bank 
finance is expected to increase further.  
 
Although the diversification of funding sources for the real economy is a 
welcome development, the growing role of non-bank financial entities has 
been accompanied by signs of increased risk-taking.  
 
As the financial system moves towards a greater use of non-bank financial 
intermediation, authorities require a commensurate set of data to identify 
risks and vulnerabilities and a comprehensive macroprudential approach 
to effectively address them. 
 
This report considers a range of systemic risks and vulnerabilities related 
to non-bank financial intermediation, including those related to 
interconnectedness, liquidity and leverage.  
 
Its monitoring universe includes all investment funds (IFs) and so-called 
other financial institutions (OFIs).  
 
The size of this monitoring universe is measured by total assets under 
management (AUM) in investment funds and OFIs, and thus excludes the 
assets of banks, insurance corporations and pension funds, as well as 
central counterparties (CCPs) with a banking licence.  
 
In the European Union (EU), this measure fell by 1.8% to €41.9 trillion in 
2018, while for the euro area (EA) it fell by 1.3% to €33.6 trillion.  
 
This largely reflects falls in asset valuations towards the end of 2018 which 
reversed in early 2019.  
 
This contraction was partially offset by an increase in banking assets as the 
overall EU financial system contracted by 0.3%, while the EA financial 
system grew by 0.5%.  
 
While the size of the monitoring universe is important for monitoring 
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purposes and might contribute to the degree of systemic risk, it is not, in 
itself, a sufficient measure of it.  
 
Against this background, this report considers a broad range of risks and 
vulnerabilities, including those related to interconnectedness, liquidity and 
leverage. 
 
Some non-bank financial institutions remain vulnerable to a repricing of 
risk, with potential spillovers to funding conditions of other financial 
sectors and the real economy.  
 
Although bond funds have recently shifted their holdings towards higher-
rated debt securities, this follows years of reducing the average credit 
quality of portfolios.  
 
However, concerns persist regarding the potential for asset repricing in 
debt markets to trigger rapid deleveraging and liquidity stress in certain 
markets.  
 
During the first half of 2019, some investment funds invoked provisions in 
order to manage substantial investor redemptions. While these episodes 
did not cause any systemic repercussions, they served as a reminder to 
investors that, under some circumstances, holdings in open-ended 
investment funds cannot be liquidated immediately.  
 
In EU commercial real estate (CRE) markets, transaction volumes and 
prices are near their previous peak in 2007.  
 
Given the increasing role of non-bank financial institutions, new forms of 
interconnectedness and transmission channels may arise.  
 
Cross-border reallocation of CRE funding can result in excessive swings in 
asset prices and global CRE markets may become more correlated.  
 
The growth of leveraged loans also reflects an increase in risk-taking. The 
low interest rate environment supports strong investor demand for such 
loan products which offer higher rates of return, but also carry greater 
risks.  
 
In an economic downturn, highly indebted borrowers may then be unable 
to refinance existing loans, resulting in higher default rates. 
 
To read more: 
https://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/reports/esrb.report190717_NBFIm
onitor2019~ba7c155135.en.pdf 

https://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/reports/esrb.report190717_NBFImonitor2019~ba7c155135.en.pdf
https://www.esrb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/reports/esrb.report190717_NBFImonitor2019~ba7c155135.en.pdf
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Reinsurers from the USA to carry out reinsurance business with 
primary insurance or reinsurance undertakings in Germany 
 

 
 

The EU and the USA have signed a bilateral agreement that, among other 
things, will make it possible for reinsurers from the USA to carry out 
reinsurance business with primary insurance or reinsurance undertakings 
in the EU without a branch being required in the relevant EU member state 
(“Bilateral Agreement between the European Union and the United States 
of America on prudential measures regarding insurance and reinsurance”, 
referred to in the following as “the Agreement”).  
 
This is only possible, however, if the reinsurer from the USA meets the 
requirements set out in the Agreement. 
 

I. Conditions for carrying out business without the need for 
authorisation 
 
If the undertaking-specific criteria set out in the Agreement are met, no 
authorisation or branch under section 67 (1) sentence 1 of the Insurance 
Supervision Act (Versicherungsaufsichtsgesetz – VAG) is required to carry 
out reinsurance business in Germany.  
 
The relevant requirements can be found in Article 3(4) of the Agreement.  
 
These relate on the one hand to certain financial conditions.  
 
On the other, reinsurers from the USA are required to submit certain 
declarations to the insurance supervisory authority responsible for the 
ceding insurer and to meet further conditions applying to their business 
activities.  
 
A distinction is made here between initial and subsequent submissions. 
 

1. Initial submission 
 
The following documents must be submitted to BaFin for the initial 
submission: 
 
1.1. a declaration by the assuming reinsurer that it will provide prompt 
written notice and explanations to BaFin if: 
a. it falls below the minimum capital and surplus or own funds, as 
applicable, specified in Article 3(4)(a) of the Agreement, or the capital ratio 
specified in Article 3(4)(b) of the Agreement; or 
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b. any regulatory action is taken against it for serious noncompliance with 
applicable law (Article 3(4)(c) of the Agreement). 
 
1.2. a written confirmation by the assuming reinsurer regarding its consent 
to the jurisdiction of the courts of the territory in which the ceding insurer 
has its head office or is domiciled (Article 3(4)(d) of the Agreement). 
 
1.3. a written declaration that the assuming reinsurer will pay all final 
judgments, wherever enforcement is sought, obtained by a ceding insurer, 
that have been declared enforceable in the territory where the judgment 
was obtained (Article 3(4)(f) of the Agreement). 
 
1.4. submission of the following documents and information: 
 
a. annual audited financial statements in accordance with the applicable 
law of the territory of the head office of the assuming reinsurer, including 
the external audit report, with respect to the preceding two years (Article 
3(4)(h)(i) of the Agreement). 
 
Note: if the undertaking is not subject to a requirement to prepare its own 
audit annual financial statements and if it is included in annual financial 
statements that cover several undertakings, this must be stated explicitly. 
 
b. solvency and financial condition reports or actuarial opinions, if filed 
with the assuming reinsurer’s supervisor, with respect to the preceding two 
years (Article 3(4)(h)(ii) of the Agreement); 
 
c. a list of all disputed and overdue reinsurance claims outstanding for 90 
days or more, regarding reinsurance contracts from ceding insurers from 
Germany (Article 3(4)(h)(iii) of the Agreement); 
 
Note: if this information is not evident from the documents submitted, 
reference must be made to the precise location of the information. If there 
are no such reinsurance claims, an express statement to this effect must be 
made. 
 
d. information regarding the assuming reinsurer’s assumed reinsurance by 
ceding undertaking, ceded reinsurance by the assuming reinsurer, and 
reinsurance recoverable on paid and unpaid losses by the assuming 
reinsurer, to allow for the evaluation of the criteria defined in Article 
3(4)(i) of the Agreement (Article 3(4)(h)(i) of the Agreement). 
Note: The undertaking is at liberty to submit the annual statement, or 
extracts from it, prepared under national law in the home country. 
Reference must be made to the precise source of the information. 
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To determine whether payments are prompt as required by Article 3(4)(i) 
of the Agreement, the following information must always be submitted in 
summary form: 
 
- the amount of reinsurance recoverables due from the assuming 

reinsurer from the USA and 
 
- the amount of reinsurance recoverables due from the assuming 

reinsurer in the USA that are overdue and in dispute (see Article 
3(4)(i)(i) of the Agreement); 

 
- the number of ceding insurers and reinsurers of the assuming reinsurer 

from the USA and 
 
- the number of ceding insurers and reinsurers of the assuming reinsurer 

from the USA that have overdue reinsurance recoverables on paid 
losses of 90 days or more that are not in dispute and that exceed USD 
100,000 for each ceding insurer (see Article 3(4)(i)(ii)of the 
Agreement); 

 
 - the aggregate amount of reinsurance recoverables due from the reinsurer 
   from the USA that are not in dispute but are overdue by 90 days or more   
(see Article 3(4)(i)(iii) of the Agreement)). 
 
1.5. written confirmation by the assuming reinsurer that it is not presently 
participating in any solvent scheme of arrangement that involves European 
Union ceding insurers, and a declaration that it will notify the ceding 
insurer and BaFin and provide 100 per cent collateral to the ceding insurer 
consistent with the terms of the scheme should the reinsurer enter into 
such an arrangement (Article 3(4)(j) of the Agreement). 
 
1.6. confirmation by the competent authority that the reinsurer complies 
with the risk-based capital ratio within the meaning of Article 3(4)(b) 
(Article 3(4)(l) of the Agreement). 
 
Note: Evidence of compliance with the capital requirements as defined in 
Article 3(4)(a) of the Agreement must be provided.  
 
Where compliance with the capital requirements is not already evident 
from the confirmation by the competent authority, compliance with the 
capital requirements as defined in Article 3(4)(a) of the Agreement must be 
evidenced by other means.  
 
Where attached documents are referred to, reference must be made to the 
precise location of the information. 
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2. Subsequent submissions 
 
Under the Agreement, the supervisory agency can periodically require the 
reinsurer from the USA to submit documents. BaFin expects the following 
documents to be submitted each year: 
 
a. annual audited financial statements in accordance with the applicable 
law of the territory of the head office of the assuming reinsurer, including 
the external audit report (Article 3(4)(h)(i) of the Agreement). 
 
b. a list of all disputed and overdue reinsurance claims outstanding for 90 
days or more, regarding reinsurance contracts from ceding insurers from 
Germany (Article 3(4)(h)(iii) of the Agreement); 
 
c. information regarding the assuming reinsurer’s assumed reinsurance by 
ceding company, ceded reinsurance by the assuming reinsurer, and 
reinsurance recoverable on paid and unpaid losses by the assuming 
reinsurer, to allow for the evaluation of the criteria set forth in Article 
3(4)(i) of the Agreement (Article 3(4)(h)(i) of the Agreement). 
 
d. confirmation by the competent authority that the reinsurer complies 
with the risk-based capital ratio within the meaning of Article 3(4)(b) of 
the Agreement (Article 3(4)(l) of the Agreement). 
 
The notes contained in paragraph 1.4 above must be observed in this 
respect. BaFin presumes that the documents will be submitted directly 
after the audit of the annual financial statements within the meaning of 
Article 3(4)(h)(i) of the Agreement. 
 

3. Other conditions 
 
The reinsurer must additionally observe the following conditions: 
3.1 the assuming reinsurer must meet certain capital requirements 
(“capital and surplus” of at least EUR 226 million (Article 3(4)(a) of the 
Agreement) as well as certain local risk-based capital requirements (at 
least 300% “Authorized Control Level” (Article 3(4)(b) of the Agreement)). 
 
3.2. the assuming reinsurer agrees in each reinsurance contract subject to 
the Agreement that it will provide collateral for 100 per cent of the 
assuming reinsurer’s liabilities attributable to reinsurance ceded pursuant 
to this agreement if the assuming reinsurer resists enforcement of a final 
judgment that is enforceable under the law of the territory in which it was 
obtained or a properly enforceable arbitration award, whether obtained by 
the ceding insurer or by its resolution estate, if applicable (Article 3(4)(g) 
of the Agreement). 
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3.3. the assuming reinsurer maintains a practice of prompt payment of 
claims under reinsurance contracts; the lack of prompt payment will be 
evidenced if any of the criteria specified in Article 3(4)(i)(i–iii) of the 
Agreement is met (Article 3(4)(i) of the Agreement). 
 
3.4 if subject to a legal process of resolution, receivership or winding-up 
proceedings as applicable, the ceding insurer, or its representative, may 
seek and, if determined appropriate by the court in which the resolution, 
receivership or winding-up proceedings is pending, may obtain an order 
requiring that the assuming reinsurer post collateral for all outstanding 
ceded liabilities (Article 3(4)(k) of the Agreement). 
 
3.5. In addition, the assuming reinsurer is subject to requirements to 
provide information to BaFin in the cases referred to in Article 3(4)(c) and 
to BaFin and the ceding insurer in the cases referred to Article 3(4)(j) of 
the Agreement. 
 
3.6. BaFin presumes that the declaration by the assuming reinsurer under 
Article 3(4)(f) of the Agreement that it will pay all final judgments obtained 
by a ceding insurer, wherever enforcement is sought, that have been 
declared enforceable in the territory where the judgment was obtained, will 
also be communicated to the German ceding insurer or will be embedded 
in reinsurance contracts. 
 

II. Submission process 
 
1. Formal requirements 
 
Original versions of all declarations by the assuming reinsurer referred to 
above must be submitted to BaFin in writing and signed by the governing 
body authorised to represent the assuming reinsurer. Scans are not 
sufficient in this respect. 
 
The documentation can be filed in English. If no translation into German 
of the submitted documents is filed, an original version of a declaration, 
signed by the governing body authorised to represent the assuming 
reinsurer, must be submitted in which the reinsurer undertakes to submit a 
translation of the documents to BaFin on request. 
 

2. Submission method 
 
Submissions and questions can be sent by email to reinsurance@bafin.de. 
For the submissions, it should be noted that the declarations referred to 
above that must be notified to BaFin must be submitted as original 
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documents, and not merely as scans. The other documents can be 
submitted electronically. 
 

3. Contact data and communication 
 
It is recommended to provide details of contacts at the undertaking to 
which questions about the submissions can be sent as well as details of 
contacts at the competent authority. BaFin will respond in writing to 
submissions.  
 
This can be sent in advance by fax on request if the undertaking has 
notified a fax number. 
 

III. Information to be provided to market participants 
 
A summary of reinsurers from the USA that have submitted the necessary 
documents and information by 30 June of each year will be made available 
in a table published on BaFin’s website.  
 
The table will only contain reinsurers that have expressly given their 
consent to be included in the table. Where market participants send 
questions to BaFin about individual reinsurers from the USA, BaFin will 
only provide information about the submissions if the reinsurer from the 
USA has consented to the communication of information about the status 
of the submissions. 
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Playing it safe: global systemically important banks after the 
crisis 
BIS Quarterly Review, September 2019, Tirupam Goel, Ulf Lewrick and 
Aakriti Mathur 
 

 
 

During the Great Financial Crisis (GFC), the distress of large, complex and 
interconnected financial institutions undermined financial stability.  
 
Post-crisis financial reforms aim to reduce the systemic risk of these global 
systemically important banks (G-SIBs). They seek to increase the banks’ 
resilience or, in other words, make them less likely to fail. And, they 
encourage these banks to reduce their systemic importance or, roughly 
speaking, soften the impact on the financial system if they were to face 
distress.  
 
Two key elements of these reforms – henceforth jointly referred to as the 
“G-SIB framework” – are the assessment methodology to identify G-SIBs 
and the capital surcharges imposed on these banks. 
 
This special feature assesses whether G-SIBs’ resilience and systemic 
importance have evolved in line with regulatory objectives since the GFC.  
 
We start by reviewing trends in resilience. Specifically, we estimate G-SIBs’ 
probability of distress (PD) based on bank-specific and macroeconomic 
risk factors. Our estimates point to a decline in G-SIBs’ PDs on the back of 
higher capital ratios and reduced funding risk after the GFC.  
 
Weak profitability, however, has hindered further improvements in recent 
years. While the G-SIB framework has helped raise banks’ capital ratios, it 
may also have reduced their PDs by encouraging changes in their funding 
mix.  
 
To test this, we exploit national differences in the framework’s 
implementation. We find that the wholesale funding ratio of US G-SIBs has 
fallen further than that of EU G-SIBs. This is consistent with the US 
regulation which, unlike the EU’s, incorporates this ratio in the calculation 
of capital surcharges. 
 
Turning to the framework’s second objective, we show that G-SIBs’ 
systemic importance, as captured by the G-SIB assessment methodology, 
has on average been declining since it was put in place. This decline reflects 
a downward trend in regulatory indicators for bank size, 
interconnectedness and complexity. 
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When G-SIBs’ post-crisis balance sheet adjustments are benchmarked 
against those of non-G-SIBs, several other trends emerge that are 
consistent with the incentives generated by the framework.  
 
For one, while G-SIBs have been expanding more slowly than non-G-SIBs 
since the GFC, the difference has widened after the introduction of the G-
SIB framework.  
 
Relative to their peers, G-SIBs have also cut back on their securities 
holdings and reduced their reliance on interbank deposits after the 
regulatory change. Lending has evolved similarly for G-SIBs and other 
banks. 
 
In the following section, we present the G-SIB framework, ie the 
assessment methodology and its approach to strengthening G-SIB 
resilience. We then estimate the PDs of major banks to analyse structural 
trends and drivers of bank resilience. 
 
Next, we look at changes in banks’ systemic importance through the lens of 
the G-SIB framework. To tease out the role of the G-SIB assessment and 
capital surcharges in driving these changes, we contrast G-SIBs’ post-crisis 
adjustments with those of non-G-SIBs.  
 
To read more: https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1909e.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1909e.pdf
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Acting Secretary McAleenan at the CISA Cyber Summit 
 

 
 

Thank you, Director Krebs, for the kind introduction, and thank you for 
your leadership of our nation’s newest government agency, the 
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency.  
 
The expertise and years of experience that you bring to the table, and the 
way you work with partners and stakeholders in and out of government, 
make you a tremendous asset to the agency and the Department of 
Homeland Security mission.  
 
Also, thank you to Secretary Esper for joining the Summit this afternoon, 
having our two Departments closely aligned in this effort is essential.  
 
We appreciate the Secretary’s and General Paul Nakasone’s leadership and 
commitment to our nation’s diverse and essential cyber missions. 
 
I am excited to join you at the end of Day 2 for CISA’s 2nd Annual National 
Cybersecurity Summit among our partners in the interagency, industry, 
and private sector.  
 
I am fortunate to have made it here via Laredo, San Diego, and New York 
since Tuesday, but I thought it would be important to join this group to talk 
about DHS and the Administration’s cybersecurity efforts. 
 
I’d like to thank all of you in the audience, watching the live-stream, and of 
course – CISA and DHS professionals – for the work you do to protect our 
country and its critical infrastructure. Threats to the homeland and our 
national security are persistent and pervasive.  
 
As our world becomes increasingly networked, it has acute impacts on 
homeland security—resulting in a landscape where a siloed sector and 
asset-specific approach is insufficient to defend against the threats we face. 
 
Nation-state adversaries work to identify and exploit technological points 
of leverage for maximum injury to American critical infrastructure.  
 
Bad actors are using cyber as a means to disrupt and sow discord in our 
democratic institutions, even going so far as to incite violence in our 
nation’s disaffected against their fellow Americans.  
And across industries and asset sectors, cyber attacks for financial gain are 
ever more common, requiring that we practice cyber hygiene at every level. 
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That is where CISA comes in. 
 
Congress made the important move last year of recognizing the need in the 
U.S. Government for heightened efforts in cybersecurity, standing up CISA 
in November 2018. CISA has the unique and critical mission within the 
U.S. Government of protecting the Nation’s critical infrastructure from 
physical and cyber threats. 
 
But CISA’s mission success will not be possible without extensive 
collaboration across government, industry and academia, as evidenced in 
this room today.  
 
It is only by leveraging all available resources – federal, state, and local 
governments, business, industry, academia and international partners – 
that we will be able to counter and mitigate threats to our critical 
infrastructure. 
 
This summit provides us the opportunity to capitalize on our initiatives, 
explore new ideas, and unify our defenses against state and non-state, 
criminal, and domestic threats to our nation’s cyber infrastructure.  
 
Our nation is stronger when we counter and mitigate threats with a 
collective defense. 
 
In closing out today, I want to provide you with a high-level perspective on 
the importance of what you have discussed here over the past two days, 
and will be finishing out tomorrow. CISA’s mission and functions, as well 
as its partners’ roles in cyber and infrastructure security, are vitally 
important to our national security. 
 
In less than a year, CISA has made noteworthy progress in their mission 
field as the Nation’s risk advisor – and they are gearing up to address 
increasingly dynamic threats in 2020. 
 
As the government agency responsible for building national resilience, the 
interagency community looks to CISA for strategic leadership in this arena. 
In August, CISA released its Strategic Intent to serve as the guide for 
CISA’s leadership, workforce, and partners across government, industry, 
and academia in our unified effort of Defending Today and Securing 
Tomorrow. 
 
Its five operational areas of focus, outlined by Director Krebs, reflect the 
top priorities of CISA in its mission space. These focus areas are: 
- China, Supply Chain and 5G wireless; 
 
- Soft Target Security; 
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- Government Network Protection; 
 
- Industrial Control Systems; and 
 
- Election Security. 
 
DHS is committed to providing CISA with the support it needs to address 
these imminent risks facing our nation’s critical infrastructure. CISA has 
already done a great deal in its short history to build our national resilience 
in these areas… and I want to briefly highlight a few of their efforts. 
 
In December of 2018, CISA announced that malicious actors working on 
behalf of the Chinese government had been carrying out a campaign of 
cyberattacks that targeted Managed Service Providers (MSP), fitting a 
trend of threat actors targeting supply chains and trusted relationships. 
These attacks not only targeted MSPs, but also their customers on every 
continent across sectors, from finance and banking, to automotive, to 
telecommunications. 
 
In response, CISA hosted a series of high-profile, public-facing webinars 
that addressed public concerns about Chinese malicious cyber activity that 
targeted MSPs. These substantive and informative webinars helped 
organizations manage their own risk, allowing us to take a step towards 
both defending today and securing tomorrow. 
 
Furthermore, in January, CISA issued an emergency directive to all civilian 
federal executive branch agencies, requiring immediate actions to protect 
federal information and information systems against recent Domain Name 
System (DNS) infrastructure hijacking and tampering activities. 
 
CISA analysts observed attackers using compromised credentials to 
redirect and intercept web and mail traffic across multiple federal agency 
servers and networks. CISA’s leadership made it clear that a decisive, 
urgent response was needed as the actions posed a significant opportunity 
for harm to our critical infrastructure. Their directive ensured that federal 
agencies were prepared and not vulnerable to DNS infrastructure hijacking 
and tampering. 
 
These are two examples among many of CISA’s significant work in the last 
ten months. But—I’d like to hone in on one area of their ongoing work in 
particular that is highlighted by the Strategic Intent: election security. 
It is DHS’s mission to safeguard the American people, our homeland, and 
our values – and there are perhaps few more treasured national values 
than free and fair elections. 
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As 2016 showed, adversaries, including Russia, are targeting our 
democracy, seeking to disrupt the institution and turn Americans against 
one another.  That election was a wake-up call for our nation’s election 
security mission. And we’ve learned that greater collective vigilance is 
needed. 
 
State and local election officials are standing on the front lines of a 
renewed conflict, defending our nation’s election systems, against nation-
states and criminal actors alike. I am committed to ensuring that that they 
do not stand alone.  
 
I’m proud of the work that CISA has led, partnering with state and local 
election officials and the private sector to ensure that they are supported 
with assessments, resources, training, penetration testing, intelligence and 
analysis ahead of the 2020 elections. 
 
CISA has taken an aggressive lead with “#Protect2020,” a campaign to 
increase our partnership with state and local election officials, engage 
campaigns and political organizations, and enhance the general public’s 
resilience against foreign disinformation campaigns designed to 
undermine our confidence in the elections process. 
 
By being here, you have a unique opportunity to be a part of the 
conversation and the solution through the Protect 2020 breakout sessions. 
From the state of election cybersecurity from the front lines, to delving into 
the complexities of disinformation, together we can better understand the 
challenges. Together we can build in better defense and resilience. 
 
CISA is currently working with all 50 states and thousands of local election 
jurisdictions to ensure the integrity, confidentiality, and availability of 
critical election systems and information.  
 
We’ve hosted extensive tabletop exercises, ranging from the Tabletop the 
Vote series that rivals the scale of a federal election to exercises hosted 
down at the county and jurisdiction level. 
 
We’ve developed and deployed new cybersecurity assessments to safeguard 
voting machines and secure e-pollbooks and election networks. We’ve 
developed guidance documents and established the Elections 
Infrastructure Information Sharing and Analysis Center.   
And we host a security operations center during elections where we are in 
constant contact with election officials, partisan organizations, social 
media platforms, and election vendors. 
 
It’s this type of support that gives us confidence in the security measures 
being undertaken—confidence in 2018 and confidence going into 2020. 
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While we will continue our support to election officials we are also growing 
our support to the American public. We know that foreign actors will 
continue to attempt to undermine our democracy through disinformation 
campaigns.   
 
DHS is working with federal partners, industry, and non-government 
organizations to build national resilience to foreign influence through 
education and awareness.  
 
Some of you may have seen our pineapple product that challenged 
Americans to learn about disinformation campaigns while sharing their 
views on whether pineapple belongs on pizza… While I hesitate to take up 
an issue on the wrong side of Dwayne Johnson—the Rock—let me be clear 
on my stance on this—it absolutely does not. 
 
DHS will continue to support the steps that CISA is taking to achieve their 
election security goals for 2020. At the end of the day, these goals should 
be collectively shared by us all – an attack on our nation’s free and fair 
elections is an attack on our democracy itself, and on the American way of 
life. 
 
In closing, I want to reemphasize how important CISA’s efforts are within 
the Department of Homeland Security’s mission. We value our partners 
across sectors who are working with us to defend our Nation’s critical 
infrastructure.  
 
Because neither any level of government, industry, the private sector, or 
individuals alone can effectively defend against all threats.  
 
Instead, we must leverage the spectrum of resources available through 
CISA, industry sectors, and academia to reach our collective goals. 
 
I join CISA in calling for your continued vigilance and efforts in the cyber 
arena. 
 
If an organization hasn’t invested in cybersecurity resources due to a lack 
of awareness, then let’s work together to close that awareness gap and 
partner together. You will see measurable results from partnering with 
CISA. 
 
And if an organization has mature cybersecurity protections, then I’d 
encourage them to assist with less mature organizations in their sectors 
and supply chains, to improve the cyber hygiene around them. 
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Cybersecurity is homeland security – and I want to thank you, again, for 
the opportunity to join you today. DHS is grateful for your continued work 
and collaboration in protecting the Homeland. 
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Solvency II: Prudent Person Principle 
Consultation Paper 22/19 
 

 
 

Overview  
 
In this consultation paper (CP), the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) 
sets out its proposed expectations for investment by firms in accordance 
with the Prudent Person Principle (PPP) as set out in Chapters 2 to 5 of the 
Investments Part of the PRA Rulebook (which transpose Article 132 of the 
Solvency II Directive (2009/138/EC) (‘Solvency II’)). 
 
In accordance with Solvency II, the PRA rules require that ‘as regards 
investment risk, a firm must demonstrate that it complies with the 
Investments Part of the PRA Rulebook.’  
 
In the scope of the Solvency II supervisory review process, the PRA’s 
supervision of firms includes reviewing and evaluating firms’ compliance 
with (among other matters) the PRA rules transposing the Solvency II 
prudent person investment requirements.  
 
The draft Supervisory Statement (SS) (see appendix) sets out the PRA’s 
proposed expectations of firms relating to the PPP as set out in 
Investments Chapters 2 to 5 of the PRA Rulebook. 
 
The proposals are relevant to all UK Solvency II firms (including in the 
context of provisions relating to Solvency II groups), mutuals, third-
country branches, the Society of Lloyd’s (the Society) and its managing 
agents (collectively, ‘firms’).  
 

Responses and next steps 
 
This consultation closes on Wednesday 18 December 2019. The PRA 
invites feedback on the proposals set out in this consultation. Please 
address any comments or enquiries to CP22_19@bankofengland.co.uk. 
 
The proposals set out in this CP have been designed in the context of the 
current UK and EU regulatory framework. The PRA has assessed that the 
proposals will be affected in the event that the UK leaves the EU with no 
implementation period in place.  
The draft SS attached to this CP should be read in conjunction with SS1/19 
‘Non-binding PRA materials: The PRA’s approach after the UK’s 
withdrawal from the EU’. 
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Implementation 
 
The PRA proposes that the expectations in the draft SS would apply from 
the date of final publication. 
 
To read more: https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-
/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-
paper/2019/cp2219.pdf?la=en&hash=B28F89C52F015110E439496E4D64
842FD97B2AEE 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2019/cp2219.pdf?la=en&hash=B28F89C52F015110E439496E4D64842FD97B2AEE
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2019/cp2219.pdf?la=en&hash=B28F89C52F015110E439496E4D64842FD97B2AEE
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2019/cp2219.pdf?la=en&hash=B28F89C52F015110E439496E4D64842FD97B2AEE
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2019/cp2219.pdf?la=en&hash=B28F89C52F015110E439496E4D64842FD97B2AEE
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Extending free Windows 7 security updates to voting systems 
Tom Burt, Corporate Vice President, Customer Security & Trust 
 

 
 

Today, as part of Microsoft’s Defending Democracy Program, we are 
announcing that we will provide free security updates for federally certified 
voting systems running Windows 7 through the 2020 elections, even after 
Microsoft ends Windows 7 support.  
 
I would like to share more on why we help customers move away from 
older operating systems and why we’re making this unusual exception. 
 
The Microsoft’s Defending Democracy Program: 

https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2018/04/13/announcing-the-
defending-democracy-program/ 
 
We launched Windows 7 in 2009, the same year the Palm Pre launched, 
Twitter took off, mobile phone navigation was just coming to market, and 
floppy disks were still selling by the millions. Software built for that era 
cannot provide the same level of security as a modern operating system like 
Windows 10.  
 
When we released Windows 7, we committed to supporting it for 10 years, 
and we’ve honored that commitment.  
 
We’ve also reminded customers about this along the way including, most 
recently, in January and again in March.  
 
This process is similar to how we’ve ended support for other operating 
systems in the past, and the majority of our customers have already made 
the move to Windows 10. 
 
As we head into the 2020 elections, we know there is a relatively small but 
still significant number of certified voting machines in operation running 
on Windows 7.  
 
We also know that transitioning to machines running newer operating 
systems in time for the 2020 election may not be possible for a number of 
reasons, including the lengthy voting machine certification process – a 
process we are working with government officials to update and make 
more agile. 
 
Since we announced our Defending Democracy Program, we’ve focused on 
bringing the best of Microsoft’s security products and expertise to political 

https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2018/04/13/announcing-the-defending-democracy-program/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2018/04/13/announcing-the-defending-democracy-program/
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campaigns, parties, the election community and democracy-focused 
nongovernmental organizations.  
 
This includes our AccountGuard service, which we offer at no additional 
cost, and ElectionGuard, which we’re making available for free and open 
source. 
 
As a next step in protecting the 2020 elections, the Defending Democracy 
Program will make extended security updates available for free to federally 
certified voting systems running Windows 7.  
 
We will do this through the end of 2020, both in the United States and in 
other democratic countries, as defined by the EIU Democracy Index, that 
have national elections in 2020 and express interest.  
 
We are also working with major manufacturers that have sold voting 
machines running Windows 7 to ensure any security updates provided to 
these systems are successful. 
 
We are also announcing today that, as part of the Defending Democracy 
Program, we are proactively identifying and engaging election authorities 
that are Microsoft Azure customers to provide guidance and technical 
assistance in using the most advanced security features in Azure.  
 
We provided this service ahead of the 2018 election cycle and will again 
ahead of the 2020 cycle. 
 
If you are a government official overseeing 2020 elections and have 
questions about security updates for voting machines running Windows 7, 
or if you are an election official running elections-relevant workloads on 
Azure and would like help, please contact the Defending Democracy Team 
at Protect2020@microsoft.com. 
 
We also encourage election authorities to upgrade Windows devices used 
to run their standard business operations to Windows 10.  
 
These PCs are not subject to the certification requirements that are a major 
barrier to upgrading voting machines.  
 
We offer Fast Track guidance to help election authorities upgrade these 
PCs to Windows 10, as well as other options. 
 
To read more: https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-
issues/2019/09/20/extending-free-windows-7-security-updates-to-voting-
systems/ 
 

https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2019/09/20/extending-free-windows-7-security-updates-to-voting-systems/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2019/09/20/extending-free-windows-7-security-updates-to-voting-systems/
https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2019/09/20/extending-free-windows-7-security-updates-to-voting-systems/
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DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY STRATEGIC 
FRAMEWORK FOR COUNTERING TERRORISM AND 
TARGETED VIOLENCE 
 

 
 

The United States faces an increasingly complex, and evolving, threat of 
terrorism and targeted violence. As was the case sixteen years ago, at the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s founding, foreign terrorist 
organizations remain intent on striking the Homeland, whether through 
directed attacks or by inspiring susceptible individuals in the United 
States.  
 
Today, though, the Nation also faces a growing threat from domestic 
actors inspired by violent extremist ideologies, as well as from those whose 
attacks are not ideologically driven. 
 
Domestic threat actors often plan and carry out their acts of violence alone 
and with little apparent warning, in ways that limit the effectiveness of 
traditional law enforcement investigation and disruption methods.  
 
We must confront these evolving challenges by building on existing best 
practices developed against foreign terrorist threats, identifying promising 
new approaches, and developing a strategic vision that provides a more 
holistic approach to preventing terrorism and targeted violence that 
originates here at home.  
 
In an age of online radicalization to violent extremism and disparate 
threats, we must not only counter foreign enemies trying to strike 
us from abroad, but also those enemies, foreign and domestic, that seek to 
spur to violence our youth and our disaffected—encouraging them to strike 
in the heart of our Nation, and attack the unity of our vibrant, diverse 
American society. 
 
The Department has experienced clear successes in its mission to thwart 
foreign terrorist enemies. We have denied them entry, stopping them at 
our border or even before they reach it.  
 
We have integrated and supported the efforts of Federal, state, local, tribal, 
territorial, private sector, and international partners, gathering and sharing 
information and intelligence, and providing the resources they require to 
counter terrorism in their areas of responsibility.  
We have strengthened our communities. As a Nation, we are more resilient 
than ever. Our ability to prevent foreign-origin attacks against the 
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Homeland is unmatched across the globe. These successes provide a 
roadmap for addressing the threat we face today. 
 
This Strategic Framework outlines the Department’s vision for reinvesting 
in programs and efforts that have enhanced our security, while 
incorporating key strategic changes that will allow us to address the threats 
we currently face.  
 
In addition to addressing terrorism, this Strategic Framework 
encompasses targeted violence, such as attacks on schools, house of 
worship, public spaces, and transportation systems, and other forms of 
racially, ethnically, and religiously motivated violence that can overlap and 
intersect with terrorism.  
 
The Strategy recognizes the critical role advances in technology have 
played in facilitating the spread, evolution, and interaction of violent 
ideologies and narratives of personal grievance, and the subsequent 
security implications, both for the Homeland and around the world. 
 
Our Strategic Framework is crafted with the conviction that the 
Department must play a vital role in securing the privacy, civil rights, and 
civil liberties of Americans and others.  
 
Privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties are essential. They should be 
cherished and safeguarded. This is designed to promote and preserve 
them. In addressing terrorism and targeted violence, we are steadfast that 
the role of the Department is to protect American communities, not to 
police thought or speech. 
 
The Department of Homeland Security Strategy for Countering Terrorism 
and Targeted Violence is designed to implement the White House’s 2017 
National Security Strategy and 2018 National Strategy for 
Counterterrorism, as well as related national policy guidance.  
 
While other departments and agencies have vital roles to play, this 
framework describes the Department’s vision for addressing terrorism and 
targeted violence threatening the Homeland.  
 
The goals, objectives, and priority actions promoted herein will also 
enhance the Department’s ability to counter transnational criminal 
organizations, human traffickers, and other criminal threats. 
 
The challenges facing our Nation are significant, but through a whole-of-
society approach that empowers our citizens and our state, local, tribal, 
and territorial authorities, as well as our private sector, non-governmental, 
and community leaders, the Department of Homeland Security will 
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continue to adapt ahead of evolving threats, and will enhance the safety of 
our Nation. 
 
To read the paper: 
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/19_0920_plcy_strat
egic-framework-countering-terrorism-targeted-violence.pdf 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/19_0920_plcy_strategic-framework-countering-terrorism-targeted-violence.pdf
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/19_0920_plcy_strategic-framework-countering-terrorism-targeted-violence.pdf
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Before Connecting an IoT Device, Check Out a New NIST Report 
for Cybersecurity Advice 
Revisiting a very important paper released during the summer. If you 
have not read it, you can find it below. 
 

 
 

Seemingly every appliance we use comes in a version that can be connected 
to a computer network. But each gizmo we add brings another risk to our 
security and privacy.  
 
So before linking your office’s new printer or coffee maker to the internet of 
things (IoT), have a look at an informational report from the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) outlining these risks and 
some considerations for mitigating them.  
 

 
 

Considerations for Managing Internet of Things (IoT) Cybersecurity and 
Privacy Risks (NISTIR 8228) is the first in a planned series of documents 
NIST is developing to help IoT users protect themselves, their data and 
their networks from potential compromise.  
 
Developed by the NIST Cybersecurity for IoT Program over more than two 
years of workshop discussions and interaction with the public, NISTIR 
8228 is primarily aimed at federal agencies and other big organizations 
that are incorporating IoT devices into their workplace — organizations 
that may already be thinking about cybersecurity on a large-scale, 
enterprise level.  
 
“The report is mainly for any organization that is thinking about security 
on the level of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework,” said Mike Fagan, a 
NIST computer scientist and one of the authors of the report.  
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“It’s targeted at the mode of thinking that an organization would have — 
more resources, more people, more ability, but also more risk of attack 
because of all those things. It’s bad when a single house is attacked, but if a 
million bank account passwords are stolen, that has a much larger impact.” 
 
Larger organizations may already be using the Cybersecurity Framework 
and NIST SP 800-53 Rev. 5, two NIST resources that offer guidance for 
mitigating risk to information systems and the activities that involve them. 
NISTIR 8228 takes the security and privacy focus from these other 
documents and considers it in the context of IoT products, from 
thermostats to voice-operated devices, which may not have traditional 
interfaces such as a keyboard.  
 
“An IoT device might even have no interface at all, or have no way to install 
security software,” Fagan said. “But it still might connect to your network 
and be visible electronically to an enemy looking for a potential way in.  
 
It’s this kind of incongruency with expectations that we want to help an 
organization think through before they bring IoT devices onto their 
network.” 
 
The report is a companion document to the Cybersecurity Framework and 
SP 800-53 Rev. 5. However, NISTIR 8228 offers only advice; none of its 
contents are requirements under the Federal Information Security 
Management Act (FISMA).  
 
After distinguishing IoT devices from conventional computers and 
outlining the type of risks they carry, the authors suggest three high-level 
risk mitigation goals:  
 
- Protect device security, i.e., prevent an IoT device from being used to 

conduct attacks;  
 
- Protect security of data, including personally identifiable information; 

and  
 
- Protect individuals’ privacy.   
 
“IoT is still an emerging field,” Fagan said. “Some challenges may vanish as 
the technology becomes more powerful. For now, our goal is awareness.” 
 
Specifics are around the corner, though. In the near future, NIST plans to 
release a core baseline document that aims to identify fundamental 
cybersecurity capabilities that IoT devices can include. The document will 
have all IoT devices in mind, including those for individual users and home 
networks. 
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“We plan to release a draft of the baseline document for public comment in 
July, and then we will hold a workshop on August 13 where we will gather 
feedback,” Fagan said. “We’d like to help all IoT users be aware of the risks 
to their security and privacy and help them approach those risks with open 
eyes.”   
 

 
 

To read more: 
https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/nistir/8228/final 
 
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2019/NIST.IR.8228.pdf 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/nistir/8228/final
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2019/NIST.IR.8228.pdf
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Disclaimer 
 
The Association tries to enhance public access to information about risk 
and compliance management.  
 
Our goal is to keep this information timely and accurate. If errors are 
brought to our attention, we will try to correct them. 
 
This information: 
 
- is of a general nature only and is not intended to address the specific 
circumstances of any particular individual or entity; 
 
- should not be relied on in the particular context of enforcement or 
similar regulatory action; 
 
- is not necessarily comprehensive, complete, or up to date; 
 
- is sometimes linked to external sites over which the Association has 
no control and for which the Association assumes no responsibility; 
 
- is not professional or legal advice (if you need specific advice, you 
should always consult a suitably qualified professional); 
 
- is in no way constitutive of an interpretative document; 
 
- does not prejudge the position that the relevant authorities might 
decide to take on the same matters if developments, including Court 
rulings, were to lead it to revise some of the views expressed here; 
 
- does not prejudge the interpretation that the Courts might place on 
the matters at issue. 
 
Please note that it cannot be guaranteed that these information and 
documents exactly reproduce officially adopted texts.  
 
It is our goal to minimize disruption caused by technical errors. However, 
some data or information may have been created or structured in files or 
formats that are not error-free and we cannot guarantee that our service 
will not be interrupted or otherwise affected by such problems.  
 
The Association accepts no responsibility with regard to such problems 
incurred as a result of using this site or any linked external sites.  
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International Association of Hedge Funds Professionals (IAHFP) 
 

 
 

At every stage of your career, our community provides training, 
certification programs, resources, updates, networking and services you 
can use. 
 
You can explore what we offer to our members: 
 
1. Membership – Become a standard, premium or lifetime member. 
You may visit:  
https://www.hedge-funds-association.com/HowToBecomeMember.html 
 
2. Monthly Updates – Visit the Reading Room of the association at: 
https://www.hedge-funds-association.com/Reading_Room.htm 
 
3. Training and Certification – You may visit:  
https://www.hedge-funds-
association.com/Distance_Learning_and_Certification.htm 
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